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- A memory model is a characterization of how memory governs the visibility of 
writes 

- When should the effect of a write become visible to a subsequent read? 

- In the simplest case, writes become visible the instant they are performed 
- Sequential consistency 

- In practice, however, processor microarchitectures and programming language 
definitions often provide weaker guarantees 

- Relaxed (or Weak) Memory
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The behavior of Intel and AMD processors admits the 
following execution
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ABSTRACT
Exploiting the multiprocessors that have recently become
ubiquitous requires high-performance and reliable concur-
rent systems code, for concurrent data structures, operat-
ing system kernels, synchronisation libraries, compilers, and
so on. However, concurrent programming, which is always
challenging, is made much more so by two problems. First,
real multiprocessors typically do not provide the sequentially
consistent memory that is assumed by most work on seman-
tics and verification. Instead, they have relaxed memory
models, varying in subtle ways between processor families,
in which di!erent hardware threads may have only loosely
consistent views of a shared memory. Second, the public
vendor architectures, supposedly specifying what program-
mers can rely on, are often in ambiguous informal prose (a
particularly poor medium for loose specifications), leading
to widespread confusion.

In this paper we focus on x86 processors. We review sev-
eral recent Intel and AMD specifications, showing that all
contain serious ambiguities, some are arguably too weak to
program above, and some are simply unsound with respect
to actual hardware. We present a new x86-TSO program-
mer’s model that, to the best of our knowledge, su!ers from
none of these problems. It is mathematically precise (rig-
orously defined in HOL4) but can be presented as an intu-
itive abstract machine which should be widely accessible to
working programmers. We illustrate how this can be used to
reason about the correctness of a Linux spinlock implemen-
tation and describe a general theory of data-race-freedom for
x86-TSO. This should put x86 multiprocessor system build-
ing on a more solid foundation; it should also provide a basis
for future work on verification of such systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Multiprocessor machines, with many processors acting on

a shared memory, have been developed since the 1960s; they
are now ubiquitous. Meanwhile, the di"culty of program-
ming concurrent systems has motivated extensive research
on programming language design, semantics, and verifica-
tion, from semaphores and monitors to program logics, soft-
ware model checking, and so forth. This work has almost al-
ways assumed that concurrent threads share a single sequen-
tially consistent memory [21], with their reads and writes
interleaved in some order. In fact, however, real multipro-
cessors use sophisticated techniques to achieve high perfor-
mance: store bu!ers, hierarchies of local cache, speculative

execution, etc. These optimisations are not observable by
sequential code, but in multithreaded programs di!erent
threads may see subtly di!erent views of memory; such ma-
chines exhibit relaxed, or weak, memory models [6, 17, 19,
7].

For a simple example, consider the following assembly lan-
guage program (SB) for modern Intel or AMD x86 multipro-
cessors: given two distinct memory locations x and y (ini-
tially holding 0), if two processors respectively write 1 to
x and y and then read from y and x (into register EAX on
processor 0 and EBX on processor 1), it is possible for both
to read 0 in the same execution. It is easy to check that this
result cannot arise from any interleaving of the reads and
writes of the two processors; modern x86 multiprocessors do
not have a sequentially consistent semantics.

SB

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]!1 MOV [y]!1
MOV EAX![y] MOV EBX![x]
Allowed Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 " Proc 1:EBX=0

Microarchitecturally, one can view this particular example
as a visible consequence of store bu!ering: if each proces-
sor e!ectively has a FIFO bu!er of pending memory writes
(to avoid the need to block while a write completes), then
the reads from y and x could occur before the writes have
propagated from the bu!ers to main memory.

Other families of multiprocessors, dating back at least to
the IBM 370, and including ARM, Itanium, POWER, and
SPARC, also exhibit relaxed-memory behaviour. Moreover,
there are major and subtle di!erences between di!erent pro-
cessor families (arising from their di!erent internal design
choices): in the details of exactly what non-sequentially-
consistent executions they permit, and of what memory bar-
rier and synchronisation instructions they provide to let the
programmer regain control.

For any of these processors, relaxed-memory behaviour ex-
acerbates the di"culties of writing concurrent software, as
systems programmers cannot reason, at the level of abstrac-
tion of memory reads and writes, in terms of an intuitive
concept of global time.

Still worse, while some vendors’ architectural specifica-
tions clearly define what they guarantee, others do not,
despite the extensive previous research on relaxed memory
models. We focus in this paper on x86 processors. In Sec-
tion 2 we introduce the key examples and discuss several
vendor specifications, showing that they all leave key ques-
tions ambiguous, some give unusably weak guarantees, and

1

Can this behavior be realized in an SC execution?

How might this behavior be captured operationally?
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Architectural design choices can confound intuitive 
expectations of higher-level properties 

- e.g., causality

In August 2007, an Intel White Paper [4] (IWP) gave a
somewhat more precise model, with 8 informal-prose prin-
ciples P1–P8 supported by 10 examples (known as litmus
tests). This was incorporated, essentially unchanged, into
later revisions of the Intel SDM (including rev. 26–28), and
AMD gave similar, though not identical, prose and tests in
rev. 3.14 of their manual [3, Vol. 2,§7.2] (AMD3.14). These
are essentially causal-consistency models [9], and they allow
di!erent processors to see writes to independent locations
in di!erent orders, as in the IRIW litmus test [11] below1.
AMD3.14 allows this explicitly, while IWP allows it implic-
itly, as IRIW is not ruled out by the stated principles. Mi-
croarchitecturally, IRIW can arise from store bu!ers that
are shared between some but not all processors.

IRIW

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2 Proc 3
MOV [x]!1 MOV [y]!1 MOV EAX![x] MOV ECX![y]

MOV EBX![y] MOV EDX![x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 2:EAX=1 " Proc 2:EBX=0

" Proc 3:ECX=1 " Proc 3:EDX=0

However, both require that, in some sense, causality is re-
spected, as in the IWP principle “P5. In a multiprocessor
system, memory ordering obeys causality (memory ordering
respects transitive visibility)”.

We used these informal specifications as the basis for a
formal model, x86-CC [31], for which a key issue was giv-
ing a reasonable interpretation to this “causality”, which is
not defined in IWP or AMD3.14. Apart from that, the in-
formal specifications were reasonably unambiguous — but
they turned out to have two serious flaws.

First, they are arguably rather weak for programmers. In
particular, they admit the IRIW behaviour above but, under
reasonable assumptions on the strongest x86 memory bar-
rier, MFENCE, adding MFENCEs would not su"ce to recover
sequential consistency (instead, one would have to make lib-
eral use of x86 LOCK’d instructions) [31, §2.12]. Here the
specifications seem to be much looser than the behaviour of
implemented processors: to the best of our knowledge, and
following some testing, IRIW is not observable in practice,
even without MFENCEs. It appears that some JVM imple-
mentations depend on this fact, and would not be correct
if one assumed only the IWP/AMD3.14/x86-CC architec-
ture [15].

Second, more seriously, x86-CC and IWP are unsound
with respect to current processors. The following exam-
ple, n6, due to Paul Loewenstein [personal communication,
Nov. 2008] shows a behaviour that is observable (e.g., on
an Intel Core 2 duo) but that is disallowed by x86-CC and
by any interpretation we can make of IWP principles P1,2,4
and 6 [27, A.5].

n6

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]!1 MOV [y]!2
MOV EAX![x] MOV [x]!2
MOV EBX![y]
Allowed Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1 " Proc 0:EBX=0

" [x]=1

1We use Intel assembly syntax throughout except that we
use an arrow ! to indicate the direction of data flow, so
MOV [x]!1 is a write of 1 to address x and MOV EAX![x]
is a read from address x into register EAX. Initial states are
all 0 unless otherwise specified.

To see why this could be allowed by multiprocessors with
FIFO store bu!ers, suppose that first the Proc 1 write of
[y]=2 is bu!ered, then Proc 0 bu!ers its write of [x]=1, reads
[x]=1 from its own store bu!er, and reads [y]=0 from main
memory, then Proc 1 bu!ers its [x]=2 write and flushes its
bu!ered [y]=2 and [x]=2 writes to memory, then finally Proc
0 flushes its [x]=1 write to memory.

The AMD3.14 manual is not expressed in terms of a
clearly identified set of principles, and the main text (Vol. 2,
§7.2) leaves the ordering of stores to a single location un-
constrained, though elsewhere the manual describes a mi-
croarchitecture with store bu!ers and cache protocols that
strongly implies that memory is coherent. In the absence
of an analogue of the IWP P6, the reasoning prohibiting n6
does not carry over.

2.3 Intel SDM rev. 29–34 (Nov. 2008–
Mar. 2010)

The most recent substantial change to the Intel memory-
model specification, at the time of writing, was in revision
29 of the Intel SDM (revisions 29–34 are essentially iden-
tical except for the LFENCE text). This is in a similar
informal-prose style to previous versions, again supported
by litmus tests, but is significantly di!erent to IWP/x86-
CC/AMD3.14. First, the IRIW final state above is forbid-
den [5, Example 8-7, vol. 3A], and the previous coherence
condition: “P6. In a multiprocessor system, stores to the
same location have a total order”has been replaced by: “Any
two stores are seen in a consistent order by processors other
than those performing the stores” (we label this P9).

Second, the memory barrier instructions are now in-
cluded. It is stated that reads and writes cannot pass
MFENCE instructions, together with more refined proper-
ties for SFENCE and LFENCE.

Third, same-processor writes are now explicitly ordered:
“Writes by a single processor are observed in the same order
by all processors” (P10) (we regarded this as implicit in the
IWP “P2. Stores are not reordered with other stores”).

This revision appears to deal with the unsoundness, ad-
mitting the n6 behaviour above, but, unfortunately, it is
still problematic. The first issue is, again, how to inter-
pret “causality” as used in P5. The second issue is one of
weakness: the new P9 says nothing about observations of
two stores by those two processors themselves (or by one
of those processors and one other). The following examples
(which we call n5 and n4b) illustrate potentially surpris-
ing behaviour that arguably violates coherence. Their final
states are not allowed in x86-CC, are not allowed in a pure
store-bu!er implementation or in x86-TSO, and we have not
observed them on actual processors. However, the principles
stated in revisions 29–34 of the Intel SDM appear, presum-
ably unintentionally, to allow them. The AMD3.14 Vol. 2,
§7.2 text taken alone would allow them, but the implied
coherence from elsewhere in the AMD manual would for-
bid them. These points illustrate once again the di"culty
of writing unambiguous and correct loose specifications in
informal prose.

n5

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]!1 MOV [x]!2
MOV EAX![x] MOV EBX![x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=2 " Proc 1:EBX=1

3

This execution observable on Intel multicore processors.  
Does it preserve causal ordering on memory accesses?
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On the other hand, some behaviors make stronger assumptions 
on processor behavior

In August 2007, an Intel White Paper [4] (IWP) gave a
somewhat more precise model, with 8 informal-prose prin-
ciples P1–P8 supported by 10 examples (known as litmus
tests). This was incorporated, essentially unchanged, into
later revisions of the Intel SDM (including rev. 26–28), and
AMD gave similar, though not identical, prose and tests in
rev. 3.14 of their manual [3, Vol. 2,§7.2] (AMD3.14). These
are essentially causal-consistency models [9], and they allow
di!erent processors to see writes to independent locations
in di!erent orders, as in the IRIW litmus test [11] below1.
AMD3.14 allows this explicitly, while IWP allows it implic-
itly, as IRIW is not ruled out by the stated principles. Mi-
croarchitecturally, IRIW can arise from store bu!ers that
are shared between some but not all processors.

IRIW

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2 Proc 3
MOV [x]!1 MOV [y]!1 MOV EAX![x] MOV ECX![y]

MOV EBX![y] MOV EDX![x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 2:EAX=1 " Proc 2:EBX=0

" Proc 3:ECX=1 " Proc 3:EDX=0

However, both require that, in some sense, causality is re-
spected, as in the IWP principle “P5. In a multiprocessor
system, memory ordering obeys causality (memory ordering
respects transitive visibility)”.

We used these informal specifications as the basis for a
formal model, x86-CC [31], for which a key issue was giv-
ing a reasonable interpretation to this “causality”, which is
not defined in IWP or AMD3.14. Apart from that, the in-
formal specifications were reasonably unambiguous — but
they turned out to have two serious flaws.

First, they are arguably rather weak for programmers. In
particular, they admit the IRIW behaviour above but, under
reasonable assumptions on the strongest x86 memory bar-
rier, MFENCE, adding MFENCEs would not su"ce to recover
sequential consistency (instead, one would have to make lib-
eral use of x86 LOCK’d instructions) [31, §2.12]. Here the
specifications seem to be much looser than the behaviour of
implemented processors: to the best of our knowledge, and
following some testing, IRIW is not observable in practice,
even without MFENCEs. It appears that some JVM imple-
mentations depend on this fact, and would not be correct
if one assumed only the IWP/AMD3.14/x86-CC architec-
ture [15].

Second, more seriously, x86-CC and IWP are unsound
with respect to current processors. The following exam-
ple, n6, due to Paul Loewenstein [personal communication,
Nov. 2008] shows a behaviour that is observable (e.g., on
an Intel Core 2 duo) but that is disallowed by x86-CC and
by any interpretation we can make of IWP principles P1,2,4
and 6 [27, A.5].

n6

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]!1 MOV [y]!2
MOV EAX![x] MOV [x]!2
MOV EBX![y]
Allowed Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1 " Proc 0:EBX=0

" [x]=1

1We use Intel assembly syntax throughout except that we
use an arrow ! to indicate the direction of data flow, so
MOV [x]!1 is a write of 1 to address x and MOV EAX![x]
is a read from address x into register EAX. Initial states are
all 0 unless otherwise specified.

To see why this could be allowed by multiprocessors with
FIFO store bu!ers, suppose that first the Proc 1 write of
[y]=2 is bu!ered, then Proc 0 bu!ers its write of [x]=1, reads
[x]=1 from its own store bu!er, and reads [y]=0 from main
memory, then Proc 1 bu!ers its [x]=2 write and flushes its
bu!ered [y]=2 and [x]=2 writes to memory, then finally Proc
0 flushes its [x]=1 write to memory.

The AMD3.14 manual is not expressed in terms of a
clearly identified set of principles, and the main text (Vol. 2,
§7.2) leaves the ordering of stores to a single location un-
constrained, though elsewhere the manual describes a mi-
croarchitecture with store bu!ers and cache protocols that
strongly implies that memory is coherent. In the absence
of an analogue of the IWP P6, the reasoning prohibiting n6
does not carry over.

2.3 Intel SDM rev. 29–34 (Nov. 2008–
Mar. 2010)

The most recent substantial change to the Intel memory-
model specification, at the time of writing, was in revision
29 of the Intel SDM (revisions 29–34 are essentially iden-
tical except for the LFENCE text). This is in a similar
informal-prose style to previous versions, again supported
by litmus tests, but is significantly di!erent to IWP/x86-
CC/AMD3.14. First, the IRIW final state above is forbid-
den [5, Example 8-7, vol. 3A], and the previous coherence
condition: “P6. In a multiprocessor system, stores to the
same location have a total order”has been replaced by: “Any
two stores are seen in a consistent order by processors other
than those performing the stores” (we label this P9).

Second, the memory barrier instructions are now in-
cluded. It is stated that reads and writes cannot pass
MFENCE instructions, together with more refined proper-
ties for SFENCE and LFENCE.

Third, same-processor writes are now explicitly ordered:
“Writes by a single processor are observed in the same order
by all processors” (P10) (we regarded this as implicit in the
IWP “P2. Stores are not reordered with other stores”).

This revision appears to deal with the unsoundness, ad-
mitting the n6 behaviour above, but, unfortunately, it is
still problematic. The first issue is, again, how to inter-
pret “causality” as used in P5. The second issue is one of
weakness: the new P9 says nothing about observations of
two stores by those two processors themselves (or by one
of those processors and one other). The following examples
(which we call n5 and n4b) illustrate potentially surpris-
ing behaviour that arguably violates coherence. Their final
states are not allowed in x86-CC, are not allowed in a pure
store-bu!er implementation or in x86-TSO, and we have not
observed them on actual processors. However, the principles
stated in revisions 29–34 of the Intel SDM appear, presum-
ably unintentionally, to allow them. The AMD3.14 Vol. 2,
§7.2 text taken alone would allow them, but the implied
coherence from elsewhere in the AMD manual would for-
bid them. These points illustrate once again the di"culty
of writing unambiguous and correct loose specifications in
informal prose.

n5

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]!1 MOV [x]!2
MOV EAX![x] MOV EBX![x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=2 " Proc 1:EBX=1

3

What kind of semantics should we ascribe to how processors and 
memory interact with one another that forbids this example, but 
allows the earlier one?
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n4b

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV EAX![x] MOV ECX![x]
MOV [x]!1 MOV [x]!2
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=2 " Proc 1:ECX=1

2.4 AMD3.15 (Nov. 2009)
In November 2009, AMD produced a new revision, 3.15,

of their manuals. The main di!erence in the memory model
specification is that IRIW is now explicitly forbidden.

Summarising the key litmus-test di!erences, we have the
following, where

#
and $ entries are explicit in the specifi-

cation text and starred entries indicate possible deductions,
some of which may not have been intended.

IWP / 3.14 29–34 3.15 actual
x86-CC processors

IRIW
#

!/
# #

$ $ not observed
n6 $!/$

#
!

#
!

#
! observed

n5/n4b $!/$ $!
#

! $! not observed

There are also many non-di!erences: tests for which the
behaviours coincide in all three cases. We return to these,
and go through the other tests from the Intel and AMD
documentation, in Section 3.2.

3. OUR X86-TSO PROGRAMMER’S
MODEL

Given these problems with the informal specifications, we
cannot produce a useful rigorous model by formalising the
“principles”they contain, as we attempted with x86-CC [31].
Instead, we have to build a reasonable model that is consis-
tent with the given litmus tests, with observed processor
behaviour, and with what we know of the needs of program-
mers, the vendors’ intentions, and the folklore in the area.

We emphasise that our aim is a programmer’s model, of
the allowable behaviours of x86 processors as observed by
assembly programs, not of the internal structure of pro-
cessor implementations, or of what could be observed on
hardware interfaces. We present the model in an abstract-
machine style to make it accessible, but are concerned only
with its external behaviour; its bu!ers and locks are highly
abstracted from the microarchitecture of processor imple-
mentations.

The fact that store bu!ering is observable, as in the SB
and n6 examples, but IRIW is not (and IRIW is explicitly
forbidden in the SDM revs. 29–34 and AMD3.15), together
with additional tests that prohibit many other reorderings,
strongly suggests that, apart from store bu!ering, all pro-
cessors share the same view of memory. Moreover, di!erent
processors or hardware threads do not observably share store
bu!ers. This is in sharp contrast to x86-CC, where each
processor has a separate view order of its memory accesses
and other processors’ writes. To the best of our knowledge,
for the usual write-back memory, no other aspects of the
microarchitecture (the out-of-order execution, cache hierar-
chies and protocols, interconnect topology, and so on) are
observable to the programmer, except in so far as they af-
fect performance.

This is broadly similar to the SPARC Total Store Order-
ing (TSO) memory model [32, 2], which is essentially an ax-
iomatic description of the behaviour of store-bu!er multipro-
cessors. Accordingly, we have designed a TSO-like model for

Lock

W
rite Buffer

W
rite Buffer

Shared Memory

H/W thread H/W thread

Figure 1: x86-TSO block diagram

x86, called x86-TSO [27]. It is defined mathematically in two
styles: an abstract machine with explicit store bu!ers, and
an axiomatic model that defines valid executions in terms
of memory orders; they are formalised in HOL4 [20] and
are proved equivalent. The abstract machine conveys the
programmer-level operational intuition behind x86-TSO; we
describe it informally in the next subsection. The axiomatic
model supports constraint-based reasoning about example
programs (e.g. by our memevents tool in Section 3.3); it is
similar to that of SPARCv8 [2, App. K], but we also deal
with x86 CISC instructions with multiple memory accesses
and with x86 barriers and atomic (or LOCK’d) instructions.
The x86 supports a range of atomic instructions: one can
add a LOCK prefix to many read-modify-write instructions
(ADD, INC, etc.), and the XCHG instruction is implicitly
LOCK’d. There are three main memory barriers: MFENCE,
SFENCE and LFENCE.

3.1 The Abstract Machine
Our programmer’s model of a multiprocessor x86 system

is illustrated in Figure 1. At the top of the figure are a
number of hardware threads, each corresponding to a single
in-order stream of instruction execution. (In this program-
mer’s model there is no need to consider physical processors
explicitly; it is hardware threads that correspond to the Proc
N columns in the tests we give.) They interact with a storage
subsystem, drawn as the dotted box.

The state of the storage subsystem comprises a shared
memory that maps addresses to values, a global lock to indi-
cate when a particular hardware thread has exclusive access
to memory, and one store bu!er per hardware thread.

The behaviour of the storage subsystem is described in
more detail below, but the main points are:

• The store bu!ers are FIFO and a reading thread must
read its most recent bu!ered write, if there is one, to
that address; otherwise reads are satisfied from shared
memory.

• An MFENCE instruction flushes the store bu!er of that
thread.

• To execute a LOCK’d instruction, a thread must first
obtain the global lock. At the end of the instruction, it
flushes its store bu!er and relinquishes the lock. While
the lock is held by one thread, no other thread can
read.

4

- Each processor manages its own local store buffer 
- Other than this buffer, all processors share the same view of 

memory 
- No other aspect of the microarchitecture (caching, speculation, 

etc.) are visible to the programmer
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1. Hardware Memory Models: x86-TSO

In the following two lectures, we will explore how two modern widely-deployed processor families expose weak

or relaxed memory behaviour, allowing non-SC executions.

Our first example is Intel’s x86 processor. The high-level architecture of this processor is shown in Fig. 1.
Hardware threads are multiplexed on x86 cores; each core has a dedicated store bu↵er that is used to bu↵er
loads and stores to main memory.

There are several rules governing the operation of the store bu↵er:

1. A thread can write into its bu↵er at any time;

2. A thread can read from the newest write to an address from its store bu↵er, if there is one and it is not
blocked by another LOCKed instruction in progress;

3. A thread can read from memory if there are no writes to that address in its store bu↵er and it is not
blocked by another LOCKed instruction in progress;

4. A thread can silently dequeue the oldest write from its store bu↵er and place the value in memory
whenever it is not blocked by another LOCKed instruction in progress;

5. A thread can execute an MFENCE whenever its store bu↵er is empty (otherwise, it must use the
previous transition);

6. A thread can begin a LOCKd instruction if no other is in progress; and a thread can end a LOCKed
instruction if its store bu↵er is empty.

An important challenge is how we can translate this kind of architectural specification, given as informal
English prose, into a mathematically precise formalism useful for programmers and compiler writers. In this
e↵ort, the key question is how we deal with causality.

The reason why precise reasoning is required is illustrated in the example shown in Fig. 2 that defines behaviour
seemingly disallowed by (or at least not easily discerned from) the informal definition, but observable in
practice.

The examples in Figs. 3 and 4 seemingly violate coherence but seem to be admitted by the informal definition.

The key principles underlying TSO are defined in Fig 5.

We can formalize the behaviour of x86-TSO by considering how data races manifest.

1

Total Store Order: All threads see writes to memory 
in the same order
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• A bu�ered write from a thread can propagate to the
shared memory at any time except when some other
thread holds the lock.

More precisely, the possible interactions between the
threads and the storage subsystem are described by the fol-
lowing events:

• Wp[a]=v, for a write of value v to address a by thread
p

• Rp[a]=v, for a read of v from a by thread p

• Fp, for an MFENCE memory barrier by thread p

• Lp, at the start of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p

• Up, at the end of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p

• �p, for an internal action of the storage subsystem,
propagating a write from p’s store bu�er to the shared
memory

For example, suppose a particular hardware thread p has
come to the instruction INC [56] (which adds 1 to the value
at address 56), and p’s store bu�er contains a single write to
56, of value 0. In one execution we might see read and write
events, Rp[56]=0 and Wp[56]=1, followed by two �p events
as the two writes propagate to shared memory. Another
execution might start with the write of 0 propagating to
shared memory, where it could be overwritten by another
thread. Executions of LOCK;INC [56] would be similar but
bracketed by Lp and Up events.

The behaviour of the storage subsystem is specified by
the following rules, where we define a hardware thread to
be blocked if the storage subsystem lock is taken by another
hardware thread, i.e., while another hardware thread is ex-
ecuting a LOCK’d instruction.

1. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from memory at address a if
p is not blocked, there are no writes to a in p’s store
bu�er, and the memory does contain v at a;

2. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from its store bu�er for address
a if p is not blocked and has v as the newest write to
a in its bu�er;

3. Wp[a]=v: p can write v to its store bu�er for address
a at any time;

4. �p: if p is not blocked, it can silently dequeue the oldest
write from its store bu�er and place the value in mem-
ory at the given address, without coordinating with
any hardware thread;

5. Fp: if p’s store bu�er is empty, it can execute an
MFENCE (note that if a hardware thread encounters
an MFENCE instruction when its store bu�er is not
empty, it can take one or more �p steps to empty the
bu�er and proceed, and similarly in 7 below);

6. Lp: if the lock is not held, it can begin a LOCK’d
instruction; and

7. Up: if p holds the lock, and its store bu�er is empty, it
can end a LOCK’d instruction.

Technically, the formal versions of these rules [27] define
a labelled transition system (with the events as labels) for
the storage subsystem, and we define the behaviour of the
whole system as a parallel composition of that and transition
systems for each thread, synchronising on the non-� labels
as in CCS [25].

Additionally, we tentatively impose a progress condition,
that each memory write is eventually propagated from the
relevant store bu�er to the shared memory. This is not
stated in the documentation and is hard to test. We are
assured that it holds at least for AMD processors.

For write-back cacheable memory, and the fragment of
the instruction set that we consider, we treat LFENCE and
SFENCE semantically as no-ops. This follows the Intel and
AMD documentation, both of which imply that these fences
do not order store/load pairs which are the only reorderings
allowed in x86-TSO. Note, though, that elsewhere it is stated
that the Intel SFENCE flushes the store bu�er [5, Vol.3A,
§11.10].

3.2 Litmus Tests
For our introductory SB example from Section 1, x86-TSO

permits the given behaviour for the same reasons as set forth
there. For each of the examples in Section 2 (IRIW, n6, and
n5/n4b), x86-TSO permits the given final state if and only
if it is observable in our testing of actual processors, i.e. for
IRIW it is forbidden (in contrast to IWP and AMD3.14),
for n6 it is allowed (in contrast to IWP), and for n5/n4b it
is forbidden (in contrast to the Intel SDM rev.29–34). For
all the other relevant tests from the current Intel and AMD
manuals the stated behaviour agrees with x86-TSO. We now
go through Examples 8-1 to 8-10 from rev. 34 of the Intel
SDM, and the three other tests from AMD3.15, and explain
the x86-TSO behaviour in each case.

For completeness we repeat the Intel SDM short descrip-
tions of these tests, e.g. “stores are not reordered with other
stores”, but note that “not reordered with” is not defined
there and is open to misinterpretation [27, §3.2].

Example 8-1. Stores Are Not Reordered with
Other Stores.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=0

This test implies that the writes by Proc 0 are seen in order
by Proc 1’s reads, which also execute in order. x86-TSO
forbids the final state because Proc 0’s store bu�er is FIFO,
and Proc 0 communicates with Proc 1 only through shared
memory.

Example 8-2. Stores Are Not Reordered with Older
Loads.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV [x]�1
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=1

x86-TSO forbids the final state because reads are never de-
layed.

Example 8-3. Loads May be Reordered with Older
Stores. This test is just the SB example from Section 1,
which x86-TSO permits. The third AMD test (amd3) is
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• A bu�ered write from a thread can propagate to the
shared memory at any time except when some other
thread holds the lock.
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threads and the storage subsystem are described by the fol-
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p
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• Up, at the end of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p
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propagating a write from p’s store bu�er to the shared
memory
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shared memory, where it could be overwritten by another
thread. Executions of LOCK;INC [56] would be similar but
bracketed by Lp and Up events.

The behaviour of the storage subsystem is specified by
the following rules, where we define a hardware thread to
be blocked if the storage subsystem lock is taken by another
hardware thread, i.e., while another hardware thread is ex-
ecuting a LOCK’d instruction.

1. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from memory at address a if
p is not blocked, there are no writes to a in p’s store
bu�er, and the memory does contain v at a;

2. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from its store bu�er for address
a if p is not blocked and has v as the newest write to
a in its bu�er;

3. Wp[a]=v: p can write v to its store bu�er for address
a at any time;

4. �p: if p is not blocked, it can silently dequeue the oldest
write from its store bu�er and place the value in mem-
ory at the given address, without coordinating with
any hardware thread;

5. Fp: if p’s store bu�er is empty, it can execute an
MFENCE (note that if a hardware thread encounters
an MFENCE instruction when its store bu�er is not
empty, it can take one or more �p steps to empty the
bu�er and proceed, and similarly in 7 below);

6. Lp: if the lock is not held, it can begin a LOCK’d
instruction; and

7. Up: if p holds the lock, and its store bu�er is empty, it
can end a LOCK’d instruction.

Technically, the formal versions of these rules [27] define
a labelled transition system (with the events as labels) for
the storage subsystem, and we define the behaviour of the
whole system as a parallel composition of that and transition
systems for each thread, synchronising on the non-� labels
as in CCS [25].

Additionally, we tentatively impose a progress condition,
that each memory write is eventually propagated from the
relevant store bu�er to the shared memory. This is not
stated in the documentation and is hard to test. We are
assured that it holds at least for AMD processors.

For write-back cacheable memory, and the fragment of
the instruction set that we consider, we treat LFENCE and
SFENCE semantically as no-ops. This follows the Intel and
AMD documentation, both of which imply that these fences
do not order store/load pairs which are the only reorderings
allowed in x86-TSO. Note, though, that elsewhere it is stated
that the Intel SFENCE flushes the store bu�er [5, Vol.3A,
§11.10].

3.2 Litmus Tests
For our introductory SB example from Section 1, x86-TSO

permits the given behaviour for the same reasons as set forth
there. For each of the examples in Section 2 (IRIW, n6, and
n5/n4b), x86-TSO permits the given final state if and only
if it is observable in our testing of actual processors, i.e. for
IRIW it is forbidden (in contrast to IWP and AMD3.14),
for n6 it is allowed (in contrast to IWP), and for n5/n4b it
is forbidden (in contrast to the Intel SDM rev.29–34). For
all the other relevant tests from the current Intel and AMD
manuals the stated behaviour agrees with x86-TSO. We now
go through Examples 8-1 to 8-10 from rev. 34 of the Intel
SDM, and the three other tests from AMD3.15, and explain
the x86-TSO behaviour in each case.

For completeness we repeat the Intel SDM short descrip-
tions of these tests, e.g. “stores are not reordered with other
stores”, but note that “not reordered with” is not defined
there and is open to misinterpretation [27, §3.2].

Example 8-1. Stores Are Not Reordered with
Other Stores.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=0

This test implies that the writes by Proc 0 are seen in order
by Proc 1’s reads, which also execute in order. x86-TSO
forbids the final state because Proc 0’s store bu�er is FIFO,
and Proc 0 communicates with Proc 1 only through shared
memory.

Example 8-2. Stores Are Not Reordered with Older
Loads.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV [x]�1
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=1

x86-TSO forbids the final state because reads are never de-
layed.

Example 8-3. Loads May be Reordered with Older
Stores. This test is just the SB example from Section 1,
which x86-TSO permits. The third AMD test (amd3) is
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ABSTRACT
Exploiting the multiprocessors that have recently become
ubiquitous requires high-performance and reliable concur-
rent systems code, for concurrent data structures, operat-
ing system kernels, synchronisation libraries, compilers, and
so on. However, concurrent programming, which is always
challenging, is made much more so by two problems. First,
real multiprocessors typically do not provide the sequentially
consistent memory that is assumed by most work on seman-
tics and verification. Instead, they have relaxed memory
models, varying in subtle ways between processor families,
in which di�erent hardware threads may have only loosely
consistent views of a shared memory. Second, the public
vendor architectures, supposedly specifying what program-
mers can rely on, are often in ambiguous informal prose (a
particularly poor medium for loose specifications), leading
to widespread confusion.

In this paper we focus on x86 processors. We review sev-
eral recent Intel and AMD specifications, showing that all
contain serious ambiguities, some are arguably too weak to
program above, and some are simply unsound with respect
to actual hardware. We present a new x86-TSO program-
mer’s model that, to the best of our knowledge, su�ers from
none of these problems. It is mathematically precise (rig-
orously defined in HOL4) but can be presented as an intu-
itive abstract machine which should be widely accessible to
working programmers. We illustrate how this can be used to
reason about the correctness of a Linux spinlock implemen-
tation and describe a general theory of data-race-freedom for
x86-TSO. This should put x86 multiprocessor system build-
ing on a more solid foundation; it should also provide a basis
for future work on verification of such systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Multiprocessor machines, with many processors acting on

a shared memory, have been developed since the 1960s; they
are now ubiquitous. Meanwhile, the di�culty of program-
ming concurrent systems has motivated extensive research
on programming language design, semantics, and verifica-
tion, from semaphores and monitors to program logics, soft-
ware model checking, and so forth. This work has almost al-
ways assumed that concurrent threads share a single sequen-
tially consistent memory [21], with their reads and writes
interleaved in some order. In fact, however, real multipro-
cessors use sophisticated techniques to achieve high perfor-
mance: store bu�ers, hierarchies of local cache, speculative

execution, etc. These optimisations are not observable by
sequential code, but in multithreaded programs di�erent
threads may see subtly di�erent views of memory; such ma-
chines exhibit relaxed, or weak, memory models [6, 17, 19,
7].

For a simple example, consider the following assembly lan-
guage program (SB) for modern Intel or AMD x86 multipro-
cessors: given two distinct memory locations x and y (ini-
tially holding 0), if two processors respectively write 1 to
x and y and then read from y and x (into register EAX on
processor 0 and EBX on processor 1), it is possible for both
to read 0 in the same execution. It is easy to check that this
result cannot arise from any interleaving of the reads and
writes of the two processors; modern x86 multiprocessors do
not have a sequentially consistent semantics.

SB
Proc 0 Proc 1

MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Allowed Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

Microarchitecturally, one can view this particular example
as a visible consequence of store bu�ering: if each proces-
sor e�ectively has a FIFO bu�er of pending memory writes
(to avoid the need to block while a write completes), then
the reads from y and x could occur before the writes have
propagated from the bu�ers to main memory.

Other families of multiprocessors, dating back at least to
the IBM 370, and including ARM, Itanium, POWER, and
SPARC, also exhibit relaxed-memory behaviour. Moreover,
there are major and subtle di�erences between di�erent pro-
cessor families (arising from their di�erent internal design
choices): in the details of exactly what non-sequentially-
consistent executions they permit, and of what memory bar-
rier and synchronisation instructions they provide to let the
programmer regain control.

For any of these processors, relaxed-memory behaviour ex-
acerbates the di�culties of writing concurrent software, as
systems programmers cannot reason, at the level of abstrac-
tion of memory reads and writes, in terms of an intuitive
concept of global time.

Still worse, while some vendors’ architectural specifica-
tions clearly define what they guarantee, others do not,
despite the extensive previous research on relaxed memory
models. We focus in this paper on x86 processors. In Sec-
tion 2 we introduce the key examples and discuss several
vendor specifications, showing that they all leave key ques-
tions ambiguous, some give unusably weak guarantees, and
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similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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In August 2007, an Intel White Paper [4] (IWP) gave a
somewhat more precise model, with 8 informal-prose prin-
ciples P1–P8 supported by 10 examples (known as litmus
tests). This was incorporated, essentially unchanged, into
later revisions of the Intel SDM (including rev. 26–28), and
AMD gave similar, though not identical, prose and tests in
rev. 3.14 of their manual [3, Vol. 2,§7.2] (AMD3.14). These
are essentially causal-consistency models [9], and they allow
di�erent processors to see writes to independent locations
in di�erent orders, as in the IRIW litmus test [11] below1.
AMD3.14 allows this explicitly, while IWP allows it implic-
itly, as IRIW is not ruled out by the stated principles. Mi-
croarchitecturally, IRIW can arise from store bu�ers that
are shared between some but not all processors.

IRIW
Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2 Proc 3

MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV ECX�[y]
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]

Forbidden Final State: Proc 2:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=0
� Proc 3:ECX=1 � Proc 3:EDX=0

However, both require that, in some sense, causality is re-
spected, as in the IWP principle “P5. In a multiprocessor
system, memory ordering obeys causality (memory ordering
respects transitive visibility)”.

We used these informal specifications as the basis for a
formal model, x86-CC [31], for which a key issue was giv-
ing a reasonable interpretation to this “causality”, which is
not defined in IWP or AMD3.14. Apart from that, the in-
formal specifications were reasonably unambiguous — but
they turned out to have two serious flaws.

First, they are arguably rather weak for programmers. In
particular, they admit the IRIW behaviour above but, under
reasonable assumptions on the strongest x86 memory bar-
rier, MFENCE, adding MFENCEs would not su�ce to recover
sequential consistency (instead, one would have to make lib-
eral use of x86 LOCK’d instructions) [31, §2.12]. Here the
specifications seem to be much looser than the behaviour of
implemented processors: to the best of our knowledge, and
following some testing, IRIW is not observable in practice,
even without MFENCEs. It appears that some JVM imple-
mentations depend on this fact, and would not be correct
if one assumed only the IWP/AMD3.14/x86-CC architec-
ture [15].

Second, more seriously, x86-CC and IWP are unsound
with respect to current processors. The following exam-
ple, n6, due to Paul Loewenstein [personal communication,
Nov. 2008] shows a behaviour that is observable (e.g., on
an Intel Core 2 duo) but that is disallowed by x86-CC and
by any interpretation we can make of IWP principles P1,2,4
and 6 [27, A.5].

n6
Proc 0 Proc 1

MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�2
MOV EAX�[x] MOV [x]�2
MOV EBX�[y]
Allowed Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 0:EBX=0

� [x]=1

1We use Intel assembly syntax throughout except that we
use an arrow � to indicate the direction of data flow, so
MOV [x]�1 is a write of 1 to address x and MOV EAX�[x]
is a read from address x into register EAX. Initial states are
all 0 unless otherwise specified.

To see why this could be allowed by multiprocessors with
FIFO store bu�ers, suppose that first the Proc 1 write of
[y]=2 is bu�ered, then Proc 0 bu�ers its write of [x]=1, reads
[x]=1 from its own store bu�er, and reads [y]=0 from main
memory, then Proc 1 bu�ers its [x]=2 write and flushes its
bu�ered [y]=2 and [x]=2 writes to memory, then finally Proc
0 flushes its [x]=1 write to memory.

The AMD3.14 manual is not expressed in terms of a
clearly identified set of principles, and the main text (Vol. 2,
§7.2) leaves the ordering of stores to a single location un-
constrained, though elsewhere the manual describes a mi-
croarchitecture with store bu�ers and cache protocols that
strongly implies that memory is coherent. In the absence
of an analogue of the IWP P6, the reasoning prohibiting n6
does not carry over.

2.3 Intel SDM rev. 29–34 (Nov. 2008–
Mar. 2010)

The most recent substantial change to the Intel memory-
model specification, at the time of writing, was in revision
29 of the Intel SDM (revisions 29–34 are essentially iden-
tical except for the LFENCE text). This is in a similar
informal-prose style to previous versions, again supported
by litmus tests, but is significantly di�erent to IWP/x86-
CC/AMD3.14. First, the IRIW final state above is forbid-
den [5, Example 8-7, vol. 3A], and the previous coherence
condition: “P6. In a multiprocessor system, stores to the
same location have a total order”has been replaced by: “Any
two stores are seen in a consistent order by processors other
than those performing the stores” (we label this P9).

Second, the memory barrier instructions are now in-
cluded. It is stated that reads and writes cannot pass
MFENCE instructions, together with more refined proper-
ties for SFENCE and LFENCE.

Third, same-processor writes are now explicitly ordered:
“Writes by a single processor are observed in the same order
by all processors” (P10) (we regarded this as implicit in the
IWP “P2. Stores are not reordered with other stores”).

This revision appears to deal with the unsoundness, ad-
mitting the n6 behaviour above, but, unfortunately, it is
still problematic. The first issue is, again, how to inter-
pret “causality” as used in P5. The second issue is one of
weakness: the new P9 says nothing about observations of
two stores by those two processors themselves (or by one
of those processors and one other). The following examples
(which we call n5 and n4b) illustrate potentially surpris-
ing behaviour that arguably violates coherence. Their final
states are not allowed in x86-CC, are not allowed in a pure
store-bu�er implementation or in x86-TSO, and we have not
observed them on actual processors. However, the principles
stated in revisions 29–34 of the Intel SDM appear, presum-
ably unintentionally, to allow them. The AMD3.14 Vol. 2,
§7.2 text taken alone would allow them, but the implied
coherence from elsewhere in the AMD manual would for-
bid them. These points illustrate once again the di�culty
of writing unambiguous and correct loose specifications in
informal prose.

n5
Proc 0 Proc 1

MOV [x]�1 MOV [x]�2
MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=2 � Proc 1:EBX=1
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similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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Figure 5: The x86-TSO memory model.
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Reordering

• A bu�ered write from a thread can propagate to the
shared memory at any time except when some other
thread holds the lock.

More precisely, the possible interactions between the
threads and the storage subsystem are described by the fol-
lowing events:

• Wp[a]=v, for a write of value v to address a by thread
p

• Rp[a]=v, for a read of v from a by thread p

• Fp, for an MFENCE memory barrier by thread p

• Lp, at the start of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p

• Up, at the end of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p

• �p, for an internal action of the storage subsystem,
propagating a write from p’s store bu�er to the shared
memory

For example, suppose a particular hardware thread p has
come to the instruction INC [56] (which adds 1 to the value
at address 56), and p’s store bu�er contains a single write to
56, of value 0. In one execution we might see read and write
events, Rp[56]=0 and Wp[56]=1, followed by two �p events
as the two writes propagate to shared memory. Another
execution might start with the write of 0 propagating to
shared memory, where it could be overwritten by another
thread. Executions of LOCK;INC [56] would be similar but
bracketed by Lp and Up events.

The behaviour of the storage subsystem is specified by
the following rules, where we define a hardware thread to
be blocked if the storage subsystem lock is taken by another
hardware thread, i.e., while another hardware thread is ex-
ecuting a LOCK’d instruction.

1. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from memory at address a if
p is not blocked, there are no writes to a in p’s store
bu�er, and the memory does contain v at a;

2. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from its store bu�er for address
a if p is not blocked and has v as the newest write to
a in its bu�er;

3. Wp[a]=v: p can write v to its store bu�er for address
a at any time;

4. �p: if p is not blocked, it can silently dequeue the oldest
write from its store bu�er and place the value in mem-
ory at the given address, without coordinating with
any hardware thread;

5. Fp: if p’s store bu�er is empty, it can execute an
MFENCE (note that if a hardware thread encounters
an MFENCE instruction when its store bu�er is not
empty, it can take one or more �p steps to empty the
bu�er and proceed, and similarly in 7 below);

6. Lp: if the lock is not held, it can begin a LOCK’d
instruction; and

7. Up: if p holds the lock, and its store bu�er is empty, it
can end a LOCK’d instruction.

Technically, the formal versions of these rules [27] define
a labelled transition system (with the events as labels) for
the storage subsystem, and we define the behaviour of the
whole system as a parallel composition of that and transition
systems for each thread, synchronising on the non-� labels
as in CCS [25].

Additionally, we tentatively impose a progress condition,
that each memory write is eventually propagated from the
relevant store bu�er to the shared memory. This is not
stated in the documentation and is hard to test. We are
assured that it holds at least for AMD processors.

For write-back cacheable memory, and the fragment of
the instruction set that we consider, we treat LFENCE and
SFENCE semantically as no-ops. This follows the Intel and
AMD documentation, both of which imply that these fences
do not order store/load pairs which are the only reorderings
allowed in x86-TSO. Note, though, that elsewhere it is stated
that the Intel SFENCE flushes the store bu�er [5, Vol.3A,
§11.10].

3.2 Litmus Tests
For our introductory SB example from Section 1, x86-TSO

permits the given behaviour for the same reasons as set forth
there. For each of the examples in Section 2 (IRIW, n6, and
n5/n4b), x86-TSO permits the given final state if and only
if it is observable in our testing of actual processors, i.e. for
IRIW it is forbidden (in contrast to IWP and AMD3.14),
for n6 it is allowed (in contrast to IWP), and for n5/n4b it
is forbidden (in contrast to the Intel SDM rev.29–34). For
all the other relevant tests from the current Intel and AMD
manuals the stated behaviour agrees with x86-TSO. We now
go through Examples 8-1 to 8-10 from rev. 34 of the Intel
SDM, and the three other tests from AMD3.15, and explain
the x86-TSO behaviour in each case.

For completeness we repeat the Intel SDM short descrip-
tions of these tests, e.g. “stores are not reordered with other
stores”, but note that “not reordered with” is not defined
there and is open to misinterpretation [27, §3.2].

Example 8-1. Stores Are Not Reordered with
Other Stores.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=0

This test implies that the writes by Proc 0 are seen in order
by Proc 1’s reads, which also execute in order. x86-TSO
forbids the final state because Proc 0’s store bu�er is FIFO,
and Proc 0 communicates with Proc 1 only through shared
memory.

Example 8-2. Stores Are Not Reordered with Older
Loads.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV [x]�1
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=1

x86-TSO forbids the final state because reads are never de-
layed.

Example 8-3. Loads May be Reordered with Older
Stores. This test is just the SB example from Section 1,
which x86-TSO permits. The third AMD test (amd3) is
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• A bu�ered write from a thread can propagate to the
shared memory at any time except when some other
thread holds the lock.

More precisely, the possible interactions between the
threads and the storage subsystem are described by the fol-
lowing events:

• Wp[a]=v, for a write of value v to address a by thread
p

• Rp[a]=v, for a read of v from a by thread p

• Fp, for an MFENCE memory barrier by thread p

• Lp, at the start of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p

• Up, at the end of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p

• �p, for an internal action of the storage subsystem,
propagating a write from p’s store bu�er to the shared
memory

For example, suppose a particular hardware thread p has
come to the instruction INC [56] (which adds 1 to the value
at address 56), and p’s store bu�er contains a single write to
56, of value 0. In one execution we might see read and write
events, Rp[56]=0 and Wp[56]=1, followed by two �p events
as the two writes propagate to shared memory. Another
execution might start with the write of 0 propagating to
shared memory, where it could be overwritten by another
thread. Executions of LOCK;INC [56] would be similar but
bracketed by Lp and Up events.

The behaviour of the storage subsystem is specified by
the following rules, where we define a hardware thread to
be blocked if the storage subsystem lock is taken by another
hardware thread, i.e., while another hardware thread is ex-
ecuting a LOCK’d instruction.

1. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from memory at address a if
p is not blocked, there are no writes to a in p’s store
bu�er, and the memory does contain v at a;

2. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from its store bu�er for address
a if p is not blocked and has v as the newest write to
a in its bu�er;

3. Wp[a]=v: p can write v to its store bu�er for address
a at any time;

4. �p: if p is not blocked, it can silently dequeue the oldest
write from its store bu�er and place the value in mem-
ory at the given address, without coordinating with
any hardware thread;

5. Fp: if p’s store bu�er is empty, it can execute an
MFENCE (note that if a hardware thread encounters
an MFENCE instruction when its store bu�er is not
empty, it can take one or more �p steps to empty the
bu�er and proceed, and similarly in 7 below);

6. Lp: if the lock is not held, it can begin a LOCK’d
instruction; and

7. Up: if p holds the lock, and its store bu�er is empty, it
can end a LOCK’d instruction.

Technically, the formal versions of these rules [27] define
a labelled transition system (with the events as labels) for
the storage subsystem, and we define the behaviour of the
whole system as a parallel composition of that and transition
systems for each thread, synchronising on the non-� labels
as in CCS [25].

Additionally, we tentatively impose a progress condition,
that each memory write is eventually propagated from the
relevant store bu�er to the shared memory. This is not
stated in the documentation and is hard to test. We are
assured that it holds at least for AMD processors.

For write-back cacheable memory, and the fragment of
the instruction set that we consider, we treat LFENCE and
SFENCE semantically as no-ops. This follows the Intel and
AMD documentation, both of which imply that these fences
do not order store/load pairs which are the only reorderings
allowed in x86-TSO. Note, though, that elsewhere it is stated
that the Intel SFENCE flushes the store bu�er [5, Vol.3A,
§11.10].

3.2 Litmus Tests
For our introductory SB example from Section 1, x86-TSO

permits the given behaviour for the same reasons as set forth
there. For each of the examples in Section 2 (IRIW, n6, and
n5/n4b), x86-TSO permits the given final state if and only
if it is observable in our testing of actual processors, i.e. for
IRIW it is forbidden (in contrast to IWP and AMD3.14),
for n6 it is allowed (in contrast to IWP), and for n5/n4b it
is forbidden (in contrast to the Intel SDM rev.29–34). For
all the other relevant tests from the current Intel and AMD
manuals the stated behaviour agrees with x86-TSO. We now
go through Examples 8-1 to 8-10 from rev. 34 of the Intel
SDM, and the three other tests from AMD3.15, and explain
the x86-TSO behaviour in each case.

For completeness we repeat the Intel SDM short descrip-
tions of these tests, e.g. “stores are not reordered with other
stores”, but note that “not reordered with” is not defined
there and is open to misinterpretation [27, §3.2].

Example 8-1. Stores Are Not Reordered with
Other Stores.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=0

This test implies that the writes by Proc 0 are seen in order
by Proc 1’s reads, which also execute in order. x86-TSO
forbids the final state because Proc 0’s store bu�er is FIFO,
and Proc 0 communicates with Proc 1 only through shared
memory.

Example 8-2. Stores Are Not Reordered with Older
Loads.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV [x]�1
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=1

x86-TSO forbids the final state because reads are never de-
layed.

Example 8-3. Loads May be Reordered with Older
Stores. This test is just the SB example from Section 1,
which x86-TSO permits. The third AMD test (amd3) is
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ABSTRACT
Exploiting the multiprocessors that have recently become
ubiquitous requires high-performance and reliable concur-
rent systems code, for concurrent data structures, operat-
ing system kernels, synchronisation libraries, compilers, and
so on. However, concurrent programming, which is always
challenging, is made much more so by two problems. First,
real multiprocessors typically do not provide the sequentially
consistent memory that is assumed by most work on seman-
tics and verification. Instead, they have relaxed memory
models, varying in subtle ways between processor families,
in which di�erent hardware threads may have only loosely
consistent views of a shared memory. Second, the public
vendor architectures, supposedly specifying what program-
mers can rely on, are often in ambiguous informal prose (a
particularly poor medium for loose specifications), leading
to widespread confusion.

In this paper we focus on x86 processors. We review sev-
eral recent Intel and AMD specifications, showing that all
contain serious ambiguities, some are arguably too weak to
program above, and some are simply unsound with respect
to actual hardware. We present a new x86-TSO program-
mer’s model that, to the best of our knowledge, su�ers from
none of these problems. It is mathematically precise (rig-
orously defined in HOL4) but can be presented as an intu-
itive abstract machine which should be widely accessible to
working programmers. We illustrate how this can be used to
reason about the correctness of a Linux spinlock implemen-
tation and describe a general theory of data-race-freedom for
x86-TSO. This should put x86 multiprocessor system build-
ing on a more solid foundation; it should also provide a basis
for future work on verification of such systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Multiprocessor machines, with many processors acting on

a shared memory, have been developed since the 1960s; they
are now ubiquitous. Meanwhile, the di�culty of program-
ming concurrent systems has motivated extensive research
on programming language design, semantics, and verifica-
tion, from semaphores and monitors to program logics, soft-
ware model checking, and so forth. This work has almost al-
ways assumed that concurrent threads share a single sequen-
tially consistent memory [21], with their reads and writes
interleaved in some order. In fact, however, real multipro-
cessors use sophisticated techniques to achieve high perfor-
mance: store bu�ers, hierarchies of local cache, speculative

execution, etc. These optimisations are not observable by
sequential code, but in multithreaded programs di�erent
threads may see subtly di�erent views of memory; such ma-
chines exhibit relaxed, or weak, memory models [6, 17, 19,
7].

For a simple example, consider the following assembly lan-
guage program (SB) for modern Intel or AMD x86 multipro-
cessors: given two distinct memory locations x and y (ini-
tially holding 0), if two processors respectively write 1 to
x and y and then read from y and x (into register EAX on
processor 0 and EBX on processor 1), it is possible for both
to read 0 in the same execution. It is easy to check that this
result cannot arise from any interleaving of the reads and
writes of the two processors; modern x86 multiprocessors do
not have a sequentially consistent semantics.

SB
Proc 0 Proc 1

MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Allowed Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

Microarchitecturally, one can view this particular example
as a visible consequence of store bu�ering: if each proces-
sor e�ectively has a FIFO bu�er of pending memory writes
(to avoid the need to block while a write completes), then
the reads from y and x could occur before the writes have
propagated from the bu�ers to main memory.

Other families of multiprocessors, dating back at least to
the IBM 370, and including ARM, Itanium, POWER, and
SPARC, also exhibit relaxed-memory behaviour. Moreover,
there are major and subtle di�erences between di�erent pro-
cessor families (arising from their di�erent internal design
choices): in the details of exactly what non-sequentially-
consistent executions they permit, and of what memory bar-
rier and synchronisation instructions they provide to let the
programmer regain control.

For any of these processors, relaxed-memory behaviour ex-
acerbates the di�culties of writing concurrent software, as
systems programmers cannot reason, at the level of abstrac-
tion of memory reads and writes, in terms of an intuitive
concept of global time.

Still worse, while some vendors’ architectural specifica-
tions clearly define what they guarantee, others do not,
despite the extensive previous research on relaxed memory
models. We focus in this paper on x86 processors. In Sec-
tion 2 we introduce the key examples and discuss several
vendor specifications, showing that they all leave key ques-
tions ambiguous, some give unusably weak guarantees, and
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(c) Store-Load reordering on indepedent locations al-
lowed

similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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(d) No store-load reordering on same location

similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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(e) Transitive visibility of stores

In August 2007, an Intel White Paper [4] (IWP) gave a
somewhat more precise model, with 8 informal-prose prin-
ciples P1–P8 supported by 10 examples (known as litmus
tests). This was incorporated, essentially unchanged, into
later revisions of the Intel SDM (including rev. 26–28), and
AMD gave similar, though not identical, prose and tests in
rev. 3.14 of their manual [3, Vol. 2,§7.2] (AMD3.14). These
are essentially causal-consistency models [9], and they allow
di�erent processors to see writes to independent locations
in di�erent orders, as in the IRIW litmus test [11] below1.
AMD3.14 allows this explicitly, while IWP allows it implic-
itly, as IRIW is not ruled out by the stated principles. Mi-
croarchitecturally, IRIW can arise from store bu�ers that
are shared between some but not all processors.

IRIW
Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2 Proc 3

MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV ECX�[y]
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]

Forbidden Final State: Proc 2:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=0
� Proc 3:ECX=1 � Proc 3:EDX=0

However, both require that, in some sense, causality is re-
spected, as in the IWP principle “P5. In a multiprocessor
system, memory ordering obeys causality (memory ordering
respects transitive visibility)”.

We used these informal specifications as the basis for a
formal model, x86-CC [31], for which a key issue was giv-
ing a reasonable interpretation to this “causality”, which is
not defined in IWP or AMD3.14. Apart from that, the in-
formal specifications were reasonably unambiguous — but
they turned out to have two serious flaws.

First, they are arguably rather weak for programmers. In
particular, they admit the IRIW behaviour above but, under
reasonable assumptions on the strongest x86 memory bar-
rier, MFENCE, adding MFENCEs would not su�ce to recover
sequential consistency (instead, one would have to make lib-
eral use of x86 LOCK’d instructions) [31, §2.12]. Here the
specifications seem to be much looser than the behaviour of
implemented processors: to the best of our knowledge, and
following some testing, IRIW is not observable in practice,
even without MFENCEs. It appears that some JVM imple-
mentations depend on this fact, and would not be correct
if one assumed only the IWP/AMD3.14/x86-CC architec-
ture [15].

Second, more seriously, x86-CC and IWP are unsound
with respect to current processors. The following exam-
ple, n6, due to Paul Loewenstein [personal communication,
Nov. 2008] shows a behaviour that is observable (e.g., on
an Intel Core 2 duo) but that is disallowed by x86-CC and
by any interpretation we can make of IWP principles P1,2,4
and 6 [27, A.5].

n6
Proc 0 Proc 1

MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�2
MOV EAX�[x] MOV [x]�2
MOV EBX�[y]
Allowed Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 0:EBX=0

� [x]=1

1We use Intel assembly syntax throughout except that we
use an arrow � to indicate the direction of data flow, so
MOV [x]�1 is a write of 1 to address x and MOV EAX�[x]
is a read from address x into register EAX. Initial states are
all 0 unless otherwise specified.

To see why this could be allowed by multiprocessors with
FIFO store bu�ers, suppose that first the Proc 1 write of
[y]=2 is bu�ered, then Proc 0 bu�ers its write of [x]=1, reads
[x]=1 from its own store bu�er, and reads [y]=0 from main
memory, then Proc 1 bu�ers its [x]=2 write and flushes its
bu�ered [y]=2 and [x]=2 writes to memory, then finally Proc
0 flushes its [x]=1 write to memory.

The AMD3.14 manual is not expressed in terms of a
clearly identified set of principles, and the main text (Vol. 2,
§7.2) leaves the ordering of stores to a single location un-
constrained, though elsewhere the manual describes a mi-
croarchitecture with store bu�ers and cache protocols that
strongly implies that memory is coherent. In the absence
of an analogue of the IWP P6, the reasoning prohibiting n6
does not carry over.

2.3 Intel SDM rev. 29–34 (Nov. 2008–
Mar. 2010)

The most recent substantial change to the Intel memory-
model specification, at the time of writing, was in revision
29 of the Intel SDM (revisions 29–34 are essentially iden-
tical except for the LFENCE text). This is in a similar
informal-prose style to previous versions, again supported
by litmus tests, but is significantly di�erent to IWP/x86-
CC/AMD3.14. First, the IRIW final state above is forbid-
den [5, Example 8-7, vol. 3A], and the previous coherence
condition: “P6. In a multiprocessor system, stores to the
same location have a total order”has been replaced by: “Any
two stores are seen in a consistent order by processors other
than those performing the stores” (we label this P9).

Second, the memory barrier instructions are now in-
cluded. It is stated that reads and writes cannot pass
MFENCE instructions, together with more refined proper-
ties for SFENCE and LFENCE.

Third, same-processor writes are now explicitly ordered:
“Writes by a single processor are observed in the same order
by all processors” (P10) (we regarded this as implicit in the
IWP “P2. Stores are not reordered with other stores”).

This revision appears to deal with the unsoundness, ad-
mitting the n6 behaviour above, but, unfortunately, it is
still problematic. The first issue is, again, how to inter-
pret “causality” as used in P5. The second issue is one of
weakness: the new P9 says nothing about observations of
two stores by those two processors themselves (or by one
of those processors and one other). The following examples
(which we call n5 and n4b) illustrate potentially surpris-
ing behaviour that arguably violates coherence. Their final
states are not allowed in x86-CC, are not allowed in a pure
store-bu�er implementation or in x86-TSO, and we have not
observed them on actual processors. However, the principles
stated in revisions 29–34 of the Intel SDM appear, presum-
ably unintentionally, to allow them. The AMD3.14 Vol. 2,
§7.2 text taken alone would allow them, but the implied
coherence from elsewhere in the AMD manual would for-
bid them. These points illustrate once again the di�culty
of writing unambiguous and correct loose specifications in
informal prose.

n5
Proc 0 Proc 1

MOV [x]�1 MOV [x]�2
MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=2 � Proc 1:EBX=1
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(f) Stores consistent across all processors (No IRIW)

similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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(g) Loads never reordered with locks

similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the

6(h) Stores never reordered with locks

Figure 5: The x86-TSO memory model.
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• A bu�ered write from a thread can propagate to the
shared memory at any time except when some other
thread holds the lock.

More precisely, the possible interactions between the
threads and the storage subsystem are described by the fol-
lowing events:

• Wp[a]=v, for a write of value v to address a by thread
p

• Rp[a]=v, for a read of v from a by thread p

• Fp, for an MFENCE memory barrier by thread p

• Lp, at the start of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p

• Up, at the end of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p

• �p, for an internal action of the storage subsystem,
propagating a write from p’s store bu�er to the shared
memory

For example, suppose a particular hardware thread p has
come to the instruction INC [56] (which adds 1 to the value
at address 56), and p’s store bu�er contains a single write to
56, of value 0. In one execution we might see read and write
events, Rp[56]=0 and Wp[56]=1, followed by two �p events
as the two writes propagate to shared memory. Another
execution might start with the write of 0 propagating to
shared memory, where it could be overwritten by another
thread. Executions of LOCK;INC [56] would be similar but
bracketed by Lp and Up events.

The behaviour of the storage subsystem is specified by
the following rules, where we define a hardware thread to
be blocked if the storage subsystem lock is taken by another
hardware thread, i.e., while another hardware thread is ex-
ecuting a LOCK’d instruction.

1. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from memory at address a if
p is not blocked, there are no writes to a in p’s store
bu�er, and the memory does contain v at a;

2. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from its store bu�er for address
a if p is not blocked and has v as the newest write to
a in its bu�er;

3. Wp[a]=v: p can write v to its store bu�er for address
a at any time;

4. �p: if p is not blocked, it can silently dequeue the oldest
write from its store bu�er and place the value in mem-
ory at the given address, without coordinating with
any hardware thread;

5. Fp: if p’s store bu�er is empty, it can execute an
MFENCE (note that if a hardware thread encounters
an MFENCE instruction when its store bu�er is not
empty, it can take one or more �p steps to empty the
bu�er and proceed, and similarly in 7 below);

6. Lp: if the lock is not held, it can begin a LOCK’d
instruction; and

7. Up: if p holds the lock, and its store bu�er is empty, it
can end a LOCK’d instruction.

Technically, the formal versions of these rules [27] define
a labelled transition system (with the events as labels) for
the storage subsystem, and we define the behaviour of the
whole system as a parallel composition of that and transition
systems for each thread, synchronising on the non-� labels
as in CCS [25].

Additionally, we tentatively impose a progress condition,
that each memory write is eventually propagated from the
relevant store bu�er to the shared memory. This is not
stated in the documentation and is hard to test. We are
assured that it holds at least for AMD processors.

For write-back cacheable memory, and the fragment of
the instruction set that we consider, we treat LFENCE and
SFENCE semantically as no-ops. This follows the Intel and
AMD documentation, both of which imply that these fences
do not order store/load pairs which are the only reorderings
allowed in x86-TSO. Note, though, that elsewhere it is stated
that the Intel SFENCE flushes the store bu�er [5, Vol.3A,
§11.10].

3.2 Litmus Tests
For our introductory SB example from Section 1, x86-TSO

permits the given behaviour for the same reasons as set forth
there. For each of the examples in Section 2 (IRIW, n6, and
n5/n4b), x86-TSO permits the given final state if and only
if it is observable in our testing of actual processors, i.e. for
IRIW it is forbidden (in contrast to IWP and AMD3.14),
for n6 it is allowed (in contrast to IWP), and for n5/n4b it
is forbidden (in contrast to the Intel SDM rev.29–34). For
all the other relevant tests from the current Intel and AMD
manuals the stated behaviour agrees with x86-TSO. We now
go through Examples 8-1 to 8-10 from rev. 34 of the Intel
SDM, and the three other tests from AMD3.15, and explain
the x86-TSO behaviour in each case.

For completeness we repeat the Intel SDM short descrip-
tions of these tests, e.g. “stores are not reordered with other
stores”, but note that “not reordered with” is not defined
there and is open to misinterpretation [27, §3.2].

Example 8-1. Stores Are Not Reordered with
Other Stores.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=0

This test implies that the writes by Proc 0 are seen in order
by Proc 1’s reads, which also execute in order. x86-TSO
forbids the final state because Proc 0’s store bu�er is FIFO,
and Proc 0 communicates with Proc 1 only through shared
memory.

Example 8-2. Stores Are Not Reordered with Older
Loads.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV [x]�1
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=1

x86-TSO forbids the final state because reads are never de-
layed.

Example 8-3. Loads May be Reordered with Older
Stores. This test is just the SB example from Section 1,
which x86-TSO permits. The third AMD test (amd3) is
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• A bu�ered write from a thread can propagate to the
shared memory at any time except when some other
thread holds the lock.

More precisely, the possible interactions between the
threads and the storage subsystem are described by the fol-
lowing events:

• Wp[a]=v, for a write of value v to address a by thread
p

• Rp[a]=v, for a read of v from a by thread p

• Fp, for an MFENCE memory barrier by thread p

• Lp, at the start of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p

• Up, at the end of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p

• �p, for an internal action of the storage subsystem,
propagating a write from p’s store bu�er to the shared
memory

For example, suppose a particular hardware thread p has
come to the instruction INC [56] (which adds 1 to the value
at address 56), and p’s store bu�er contains a single write to
56, of value 0. In one execution we might see read and write
events, Rp[56]=0 and Wp[56]=1, followed by two �p events
as the two writes propagate to shared memory. Another
execution might start with the write of 0 propagating to
shared memory, where it could be overwritten by another
thread. Executions of LOCK;INC [56] would be similar but
bracketed by Lp and Up events.

The behaviour of the storage subsystem is specified by
the following rules, where we define a hardware thread to
be blocked if the storage subsystem lock is taken by another
hardware thread, i.e., while another hardware thread is ex-
ecuting a LOCK’d instruction.

1. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from memory at address a if
p is not blocked, there are no writes to a in p’s store
bu�er, and the memory does contain v at a;

2. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from its store bu�er for address
a if p is not blocked and has v as the newest write to
a in its bu�er;

3. Wp[a]=v: p can write v to its store bu�er for address
a at any time;

4. �p: if p is not blocked, it can silently dequeue the oldest
write from its store bu�er and place the value in mem-
ory at the given address, without coordinating with
any hardware thread;

5. Fp: if p’s store bu�er is empty, it can execute an
MFENCE (note that if a hardware thread encounters
an MFENCE instruction when its store bu�er is not
empty, it can take one or more �p steps to empty the
bu�er and proceed, and similarly in 7 below);

6. Lp: if the lock is not held, it can begin a LOCK’d
instruction; and

7. Up: if p holds the lock, and its store bu�er is empty, it
can end a LOCK’d instruction.

Technically, the formal versions of these rules [27] define
a labelled transition system (with the events as labels) for
the storage subsystem, and we define the behaviour of the
whole system as a parallel composition of that and transition
systems for each thread, synchronising on the non-� labels
as in CCS [25].

Additionally, we tentatively impose a progress condition,
that each memory write is eventually propagated from the
relevant store bu�er to the shared memory. This is not
stated in the documentation and is hard to test. We are
assured that it holds at least for AMD processors.

For write-back cacheable memory, and the fragment of
the instruction set that we consider, we treat LFENCE and
SFENCE semantically as no-ops. This follows the Intel and
AMD documentation, both of which imply that these fences
do not order store/load pairs which are the only reorderings
allowed in x86-TSO. Note, though, that elsewhere it is stated
that the Intel SFENCE flushes the store bu�er [5, Vol.3A,
§11.10].

3.2 Litmus Tests
For our introductory SB example from Section 1, x86-TSO

permits the given behaviour for the same reasons as set forth
there. For each of the examples in Section 2 (IRIW, n6, and
n5/n4b), x86-TSO permits the given final state if and only
if it is observable in our testing of actual processors, i.e. for
IRIW it is forbidden (in contrast to IWP and AMD3.14),
for n6 it is allowed (in contrast to IWP), and for n5/n4b it
is forbidden (in contrast to the Intel SDM rev.29–34). For
all the other relevant tests from the current Intel and AMD
manuals the stated behaviour agrees with x86-TSO. We now
go through Examples 8-1 to 8-10 from rev. 34 of the Intel
SDM, and the three other tests from AMD3.15, and explain
the x86-TSO behaviour in each case.

For completeness we repeat the Intel SDM short descrip-
tions of these tests, e.g. “stores are not reordered with other
stores”, but note that “not reordered with” is not defined
there and is open to misinterpretation [27, §3.2].

Example 8-1. Stores Are Not Reordered with
Other Stores.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=0

This test implies that the writes by Proc 0 are seen in order
by Proc 1’s reads, which also execute in order. x86-TSO
forbids the final state because Proc 0’s store bu�er is FIFO,
and Proc 0 communicates with Proc 1 only through shared
memory.

Example 8-2. Stores Are Not Reordered with Older
Loads.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV [x]�1
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=1

x86-TSO forbids the final state because reads are never de-
layed.

Example 8-3. Loads May be Reordered with Older
Stores. This test is just the SB example from Section 1,
which x86-TSO permits. The third AMD test (amd3) is
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ABSTRACT
Exploiting the multiprocessors that have recently become
ubiquitous requires high-performance and reliable concur-
rent systems code, for concurrent data structures, operat-
ing system kernels, synchronisation libraries, compilers, and
so on. However, concurrent programming, which is always
challenging, is made much more so by two problems. First,
real multiprocessors typically do not provide the sequentially
consistent memory that is assumed by most work on seman-
tics and verification. Instead, they have relaxed memory
models, varying in subtle ways between processor families,
in which di�erent hardware threads may have only loosely
consistent views of a shared memory. Second, the public
vendor architectures, supposedly specifying what program-
mers can rely on, are often in ambiguous informal prose (a
particularly poor medium for loose specifications), leading
to widespread confusion.

In this paper we focus on x86 processors. We review sev-
eral recent Intel and AMD specifications, showing that all
contain serious ambiguities, some are arguably too weak to
program above, and some are simply unsound with respect
to actual hardware. We present a new x86-TSO program-
mer’s model that, to the best of our knowledge, su�ers from
none of these problems. It is mathematically precise (rig-
orously defined in HOL4) but can be presented as an intu-
itive abstract machine which should be widely accessible to
working programmers. We illustrate how this can be used to
reason about the correctness of a Linux spinlock implemen-
tation and describe a general theory of data-race-freedom for
x86-TSO. This should put x86 multiprocessor system build-
ing on a more solid foundation; it should also provide a basis
for future work on verification of such systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Multiprocessor machines, with many processors acting on

a shared memory, have been developed since the 1960s; they
are now ubiquitous. Meanwhile, the di�culty of program-
ming concurrent systems has motivated extensive research
on programming language design, semantics, and verifica-
tion, from semaphores and monitors to program logics, soft-
ware model checking, and so forth. This work has almost al-
ways assumed that concurrent threads share a single sequen-
tially consistent memory [21], with their reads and writes
interleaved in some order. In fact, however, real multipro-
cessors use sophisticated techniques to achieve high perfor-
mance: store bu�ers, hierarchies of local cache, speculative

execution, etc. These optimisations are not observable by
sequential code, but in multithreaded programs di�erent
threads may see subtly di�erent views of memory; such ma-
chines exhibit relaxed, or weak, memory models [6, 17, 19,
7].

For a simple example, consider the following assembly lan-
guage program (SB) for modern Intel or AMD x86 multipro-
cessors: given two distinct memory locations x and y (ini-
tially holding 0), if two processors respectively write 1 to
x and y and then read from y and x (into register EAX on
processor 0 and EBX on processor 1), it is possible for both
to read 0 in the same execution. It is easy to check that this
result cannot arise from any interleaving of the reads and
writes of the two processors; modern x86 multiprocessors do
not have a sequentially consistent semantics.

SB
Proc 0 Proc 1

MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Allowed Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

Microarchitecturally, one can view this particular example
as a visible consequence of store bu�ering: if each proces-
sor e�ectively has a FIFO bu�er of pending memory writes
(to avoid the need to block while a write completes), then
the reads from y and x could occur before the writes have
propagated from the bu�ers to main memory.

Other families of multiprocessors, dating back at least to
the IBM 370, and including ARM, Itanium, POWER, and
SPARC, also exhibit relaxed-memory behaviour. Moreover,
there are major and subtle di�erences between di�erent pro-
cessor families (arising from their di�erent internal design
choices): in the details of exactly what non-sequentially-
consistent executions they permit, and of what memory bar-
rier and synchronisation instructions they provide to let the
programmer regain control.

For any of these processors, relaxed-memory behaviour ex-
acerbates the di�culties of writing concurrent software, as
systems programmers cannot reason, at the level of abstrac-
tion of memory reads and writes, in terms of an intuitive
concept of global time.

Still worse, while some vendors’ architectural specifica-
tions clearly define what they guarantee, others do not,
despite the extensive previous research on relaxed memory
models. We focus in this paper on x86 processors. In Sec-
tion 2 we introduce the key examples and discuss several
vendor specifications, showing that they all leave key ques-
tions ambiguous, some give unusably weak guarantees, and
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similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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(e) Transitive visibility of stores

In August 2007, an Intel White Paper [4] (IWP) gave a
somewhat more precise model, with 8 informal-prose prin-
ciples P1–P8 supported by 10 examples (known as litmus
tests). This was incorporated, essentially unchanged, into
later revisions of the Intel SDM (including rev. 26–28), and
AMD gave similar, though not identical, prose and tests in
rev. 3.14 of their manual [3, Vol. 2,§7.2] (AMD3.14). These
are essentially causal-consistency models [9], and they allow
di�erent processors to see writes to independent locations
in di�erent orders, as in the IRIW litmus test [11] below1.
AMD3.14 allows this explicitly, while IWP allows it implic-
itly, as IRIW is not ruled out by the stated principles. Mi-
croarchitecturally, IRIW can arise from store bu�ers that
are shared between some but not all processors.

IRIW
Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2 Proc 3

MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV ECX�[y]
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]

Forbidden Final State: Proc 2:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=0
� Proc 3:ECX=1 � Proc 3:EDX=0

However, both require that, in some sense, causality is re-
spected, as in the IWP principle “P5. In a multiprocessor
system, memory ordering obeys causality (memory ordering
respects transitive visibility)”.

We used these informal specifications as the basis for a
formal model, x86-CC [31], for which a key issue was giv-
ing a reasonable interpretation to this “causality”, which is
not defined in IWP or AMD3.14. Apart from that, the in-
formal specifications were reasonably unambiguous — but
they turned out to have two serious flaws.

First, they are arguably rather weak for programmers. In
particular, they admit the IRIW behaviour above but, under
reasonable assumptions on the strongest x86 memory bar-
rier, MFENCE, adding MFENCEs would not su�ce to recover
sequential consistency (instead, one would have to make lib-
eral use of x86 LOCK’d instructions) [31, §2.12]. Here the
specifications seem to be much looser than the behaviour of
implemented processors: to the best of our knowledge, and
following some testing, IRIW is not observable in practice,
even without MFENCEs. It appears that some JVM imple-
mentations depend on this fact, and would not be correct
if one assumed only the IWP/AMD3.14/x86-CC architec-
ture [15].

Second, more seriously, x86-CC and IWP are unsound
with respect to current processors. The following exam-
ple, n6, due to Paul Loewenstein [personal communication,
Nov. 2008] shows a behaviour that is observable (e.g., on
an Intel Core 2 duo) but that is disallowed by x86-CC and
by any interpretation we can make of IWP principles P1,2,4
and 6 [27, A.5].

n6
Proc 0 Proc 1

MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�2
MOV EAX�[x] MOV [x]�2
MOV EBX�[y]
Allowed Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 0:EBX=0

� [x]=1

1We use Intel assembly syntax throughout except that we
use an arrow � to indicate the direction of data flow, so
MOV [x]�1 is a write of 1 to address x and MOV EAX�[x]
is a read from address x into register EAX. Initial states are
all 0 unless otherwise specified.

To see why this could be allowed by multiprocessors with
FIFO store bu�ers, suppose that first the Proc 1 write of
[y]=2 is bu�ered, then Proc 0 bu�ers its write of [x]=1, reads
[x]=1 from its own store bu�er, and reads [y]=0 from main
memory, then Proc 1 bu�ers its [x]=2 write and flushes its
bu�ered [y]=2 and [x]=2 writes to memory, then finally Proc
0 flushes its [x]=1 write to memory.

The AMD3.14 manual is not expressed in terms of a
clearly identified set of principles, and the main text (Vol. 2,
§7.2) leaves the ordering of stores to a single location un-
constrained, though elsewhere the manual describes a mi-
croarchitecture with store bu�ers and cache protocols that
strongly implies that memory is coherent. In the absence
of an analogue of the IWP P6, the reasoning prohibiting n6
does not carry over.

2.3 Intel SDM rev. 29–34 (Nov. 2008–
Mar. 2010)

The most recent substantial change to the Intel memory-
model specification, at the time of writing, was in revision
29 of the Intel SDM (revisions 29–34 are essentially iden-
tical except for the LFENCE text). This is in a similar
informal-prose style to previous versions, again supported
by litmus tests, but is significantly di�erent to IWP/x86-
CC/AMD3.14. First, the IRIW final state above is forbid-
den [5, Example 8-7, vol. 3A], and the previous coherence
condition: “P6. In a multiprocessor system, stores to the
same location have a total order”has been replaced by: “Any
two stores are seen in a consistent order by processors other
than those performing the stores” (we label this P9).

Second, the memory barrier instructions are now in-
cluded. It is stated that reads and writes cannot pass
MFENCE instructions, together with more refined proper-
ties for SFENCE and LFENCE.

Third, same-processor writes are now explicitly ordered:
“Writes by a single processor are observed in the same order
by all processors” (P10) (we regarded this as implicit in the
IWP “P2. Stores are not reordered with other stores”).

This revision appears to deal with the unsoundness, ad-
mitting the n6 behaviour above, but, unfortunately, it is
still problematic. The first issue is, again, how to inter-
pret “causality” as used in P5. The second issue is one of
weakness: the new P9 says nothing about observations of
two stores by those two processors themselves (or by one
of those processors and one other). The following examples
(which we call n5 and n4b) illustrate potentially surpris-
ing behaviour that arguably violates coherence. Their final
states are not allowed in x86-CC, are not allowed in a pure
store-bu�er implementation or in x86-TSO, and we have not
observed them on actual processors. However, the principles
stated in revisions 29–34 of the Intel SDM appear, presum-
ably unintentionally, to allow them. The AMD3.14 Vol. 2,
§7.2 text taken alone would allow them, but the implied
coherence from elsewhere in the AMD manual would for-
bid them. These points illustrate once again the di�culty
of writing unambiguous and correct loose specifications in
informal prose.

n5
Proc 0 Proc 1

MOV [x]�1 MOV [x]�2
MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=2 � Proc 1:EBX=1
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(f) Stores consistent across all processors (No IRIW)

similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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(g) Loads never reordered with locks

similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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Figure 5: The x86-TSO memory model.
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Consistency and Visibility

Locks

• A bu�ered write from a thread can propagate to the
shared memory at any time except when some other
thread holds the lock.

More precisely, the possible interactions between the
threads and the storage subsystem are described by the fol-
lowing events:

• Wp[a]=v, for a write of value v to address a by thread
p

• Rp[a]=v, for a read of v from a by thread p

• Fp, for an MFENCE memory barrier by thread p

• Lp, at the start of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p

• Up, at the end of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p

• �p, for an internal action of the storage subsystem,
propagating a write from p’s store bu�er to the shared
memory

For example, suppose a particular hardware thread p has
come to the instruction INC [56] (which adds 1 to the value
at address 56), and p’s store bu�er contains a single write to
56, of value 0. In one execution we might see read and write
events, Rp[56]=0 and Wp[56]=1, followed by two �p events
as the two writes propagate to shared memory. Another
execution might start with the write of 0 propagating to
shared memory, where it could be overwritten by another
thread. Executions of LOCK;INC [56] would be similar but
bracketed by Lp and Up events.

The behaviour of the storage subsystem is specified by
the following rules, where we define a hardware thread to
be blocked if the storage subsystem lock is taken by another
hardware thread, i.e., while another hardware thread is ex-
ecuting a LOCK’d instruction.

1. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from memory at address a if
p is not blocked, there are no writes to a in p’s store
bu�er, and the memory does contain v at a;

2. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from its store bu�er for address
a if p is not blocked and has v as the newest write to
a in its bu�er;

3. Wp[a]=v: p can write v to its store bu�er for address
a at any time;

4. �p: if p is not blocked, it can silently dequeue the oldest
write from its store bu�er and place the value in mem-
ory at the given address, without coordinating with
any hardware thread;

5. Fp: if p’s store bu�er is empty, it can execute an
MFENCE (note that if a hardware thread encounters
an MFENCE instruction when its store bu�er is not
empty, it can take one or more �p steps to empty the
bu�er and proceed, and similarly in 7 below);

6. Lp: if the lock is not held, it can begin a LOCK’d
instruction; and

7. Up: if p holds the lock, and its store bu�er is empty, it
can end a LOCK’d instruction.

Technically, the formal versions of these rules [27] define
a labelled transition system (with the events as labels) for
the storage subsystem, and we define the behaviour of the
whole system as a parallel composition of that and transition
systems for each thread, synchronising on the non-� labels
as in CCS [25].

Additionally, we tentatively impose a progress condition,
that each memory write is eventually propagated from the
relevant store bu�er to the shared memory. This is not
stated in the documentation and is hard to test. We are
assured that it holds at least for AMD processors.

For write-back cacheable memory, and the fragment of
the instruction set that we consider, we treat LFENCE and
SFENCE semantically as no-ops. This follows the Intel and
AMD documentation, both of which imply that these fences
do not order store/load pairs which are the only reorderings
allowed in x86-TSO. Note, though, that elsewhere it is stated
that the Intel SFENCE flushes the store bu�er [5, Vol.3A,
§11.10].

3.2 Litmus Tests
For our introductory SB example from Section 1, x86-TSO

permits the given behaviour for the same reasons as set forth
there. For each of the examples in Section 2 (IRIW, n6, and
n5/n4b), x86-TSO permits the given final state if and only
if it is observable in our testing of actual processors, i.e. for
IRIW it is forbidden (in contrast to IWP and AMD3.14),
for n6 it is allowed (in contrast to IWP), and for n5/n4b it
is forbidden (in contrast to the Intel SDM rev.29–34). For
all the other relevant tests from the current Intel and AMD
manuals the stated behaviour agrees with x86-TSO. We now
go through Examples 8-1 to 8-10 from rev. 34 of the Intel
SDM, and the three other tests from AMD3.15, and explain
the x86-TSO behaviour in each case.

For completeness we repeat the Intel SDM short descrip-
tions of these tests, e.g. “stores are not reordered with other
stores”, but note that “not reordered with” is not defined
there and is open to misinterpretation [27, §3.2].

Example 8-1. Stores Are Not Reordered with
Other Stores.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=0

This test implies that the writes by Proc 0 are seen in order
by Proc 1’s reads, which also execute in order. x86-TSO
forbids the final state because Proc 0’s store bu�er is FIFO,
and Proc 0 communicates with Proc 1 only through shared
memory.

Example 8-2. Stores Are Not Reordered with Older
Loads.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV [x]�1
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=1

x86-TSO forbids the final state because reads are never de-
layed.

Example 8-3. Loads May be Reordered with Older
Stores. This test is just the SB example from Section 1,
which x86-TSO permits. The third AMD test (amd3) is
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(a) No store-store reordering

• A bu�ered write from a thread can propagate to the
shared memory at any time except when some other
thread holds the lock.

More precisely, the possible interactions between the
threads and the storage subsystem are described by the fol-
lowing events:

• Wp[a]=v, for a write of value v to address a by thread
p

• Rp[a]=v, for a read of v from a by thread p

• Fp, for an MFENCE memory barrier by thread p

• Lp, at the start of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p

• Up, at the end of a LOCK’d instruction by thread p

• �p, for an internal action of the storage subsystem,
propagating a write from p’s store bu�er to the shared
memory

For example, suppose a particular hardware thread p has
come to the instruction INC [56] (which adds 1 to the value
at address 56), and p’s store bu�er contains a single write to
56, of value 0. In one execution we might see read and write
events, Rp[56]=0 and Wp[56]=1, followed by two �p events
as the two writes propagate to shared memory. Another
execution might start with the write of 0 propagating to
shared memory, where it could be overwritten by another
thread. Executions of LOCK;INC [56] would be similar but
bracketed by Lp and Up events.

The behaviour of the storage subsystem is specified by
the following rules, where we define a hardware thread to
be blocked if the storage subsystem lock is taken by another
hardware thread, i.e., while another hardware thread is ex-
ecuting a LOCK’d instruction.

1. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from memory at address a if
p is not blocked, there are no writes to a in p’s store
bu�er, and the memory does contain v at a;

2. Rp[a]=v: p can read v from its store bu�er for address
a if p is not blocked and has v as the newest write to
a in its bu�er;

3. Wp[a]=v: p can write v to its store bu�er for address
a at any time;

4. �p: if p is not blocked, it can silently dequeue the oldest
write from its store bu�er and place the value in mem-
ory at the given address, without coordinating with
any hardware thread;

5. Fp: if p’s store bu�er is empty, it can execute an
MFENCE (note that if a hardware thread encounters
an MFENCE instruction when its store bu�er is not
empty, it can take one or more �p steps to empty the
bu�er and proceed, and similarly in 7 below);

6. Lp: if the lock is not held, it can begin a LOCK’d
instruction; and

7. Up: if p holds the lock, and its store bu�er is empty, it
can end a LOCK’d instruction.

Technically, the formal versions of these rules [27] define
a labelled transition system (with the events as labels) for
the storage subsystem, and we define the behaviour of the
whole system as a parallel composition of that and transition
systems for each thread, synchronising on the non-� labels
as in CCS [25].

Additionally, we tentatively impose a progress condition,
that each memory write is eventually propagated from the
relevant store bu�er to the shared memory. This is not
stated in the documentation and is hard to test. We are
assured that it holds at least for AMD processors.

For write-back cacheable memory, and the fragment of
the instruction set that we consider, we treat LFENCE and
SFENCE semantically as no-ops. This follows the Intel and
AMD documentation, both of which imply that these fences
do not order store/load pairs which are the only reorderings
allowed in x86-TSO. Note, though, that elsewhere it is stated
that the Intel SFENCE flushes the store bu�er [5, Vol.3A,
§11.10].

3.2 Litmus Tests
For our introductory SB example from Section 1, x86-TSO

permits the given behaviour for the same reasons as set forth
there. For each of the examples in Section 2 (IRIW, n6, and
n5/n4b), x86-TSO permits the given final state if and only
if it is observable in our testing of actual processors, i.e. for
IRIW it is forbidden (in contrast to IWP and AMD3.14),
for n6 it is allowed (in contrast to IWP), and for n5/n4b it
is forbidden (in contrast to the Intel SDM rev.29–34). For
all the other relevant tests from the current Intel and AMD
manuals the stated behaviour agrees with x86-TSO. We now
go through Examples 8-1 to 8-10 from rev. 34 of the Intel
SDM, and the three other tests from AMD3.15, and explain
the x86-TSO behaviour in each case.

For completeness we repeat the Intel SDM short descrip-
tions of these tests, e.g. “stores are not reordered with other
stores”, but note that “not reordered with” is not defined
there and is open to misinterpretation [27, §3.2].

Example 8-1. Stores Are Not Reordered with
Other Stores.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=0

This test implies that the writes by Proc 0 are seen in order
by Proc 1’s reads, which also execute in order. x86-TSO
forbids the final state because Proc 0’s store bu�er is FIFO,
and Proc 0 communicates with Proc 1 only through shared
memory.

Example 8-2. Stores Are Not Reordered with Older
Loads.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV [x]�1
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:EBX=1

x86-TSO forbids the final state because reads are never de-
layed.

Example 8-3. Loads May be Reordered with Older
Stores. This test is just the SB example from Section 1,
which x86-TSO permits. The third AMD test (amd3) is
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ABSTRACT
Exploiting the multiprocessors that have recently become
ubiquitous requires high-performance and reliable concur-
rent systems code, for concurrent data structures, operat-
ing system kernels, synchronisation libraries, compilers, and
so on. However, concurrent programming, which is always
challenging, is made much more so by two problems. First,
real multiprocessors typically do not provide the sequentially
consistent memory that is assumed by most work on seman-
tics and verification. Instead, they have relaxed memory
models, varying in subtle ways between processor families,
in which di�erent hardware threads may have only loosely
consistent views of a shared memory. Second, the public
vendor architectures, supposedly specifying what program-
mers can rely on, are often in ambiguous informal prose (a
particularly poor medium for loose specifications), leading
to widespread confusion.

In this paper we focus on x86 processors. We review sev-
eral recent Intel and AMD specifications, showing that all
contain serious ambiguities, some are arguably too weak to
program above, and some are simply unsound with respect
to actual hardware. We present a new x86-TSO program-
mer’s model that, to the best of our knowledge, su�ers from
none of these problems. It is mathematically precise (rig-
orously defined in HOL4) but can be presented as an intu-
itive abstract machine which should be widely accessible to
working programmers. We illustrate how this can be used to
reason about the correctness of a Linux spinlock implemen-
tation and describe a general theory of data-race-freedom for
x86-TSO. This should put x86 multiprocessor system build-
ing on a more solid foundation; it should also provide a basis
for future work on verification of such systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Multiprocessor machines, with many processors acting on

a shared memory, have been developed since the 1960s; they
are now ubiquitous. Meanwhile, the di�culty of program-
ming concurrent systems has motivated extensive research
on programming language design, semantics, and verifica-
tion, from semaphores and monitors to program logics, soft-
ware model checking, and so forth. This work has almost al-
ways assumed that concurrent threads share a single sequen-
tially consistent memory [21], with their reads and writes
interleaved in some order. In fact, however, real multipro-
cessors use sophisticated techniques to achieve high perfor-
mance: store bu�ers, hierarchies of local cache, speculative

execution, etc. These optimisations are not observable by
sequential code, but in multithreaded programs di�erent
threads may see subtly di�erent views of memory; such ma-
chines exhibit relaxed, or weak, memory models [6, 17, 19,
7].

For a simple example, consider the following assembly lan-
guage program (SB) for modern Intel or AMD x86 multipro-
cessors: given two distinct memory locations x and y (ini-
tially holding 0), if two processors respectively write 1 to
x and y and then read from y and x (into register EAX on
processor 0 and EBX on processor 1), it is possible for both
to read 0 in the same execution. It is easy to check that this
result cannot arise from any interleaving of the reads and
writes of the two processors; modern x86 multiprocessors do
not have a sequentially consistent semantics.

SB
Proc 0 Proc 1

MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Allowed Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

Microarchitecturally, one can view this particular example
as a visible consequence of store bu�ering: if each proces-
sor e�ectively has a FIFO bu�er of pending memory writes
(to avoid the need to block while a write completes), then
the reads from y and x could occur before the writes have
propagated from the bu�ers to main memory.

Other families of multiprocessors, dating back at least to
the IBM 370, and including ARM, Itanium, POWER, and
SPARC, also exhibit relaxed-memory behaviour. Moreover,
there are major and subtle di�erences between di�erent pro-
cessor families (arising from their di�erent internal design
choices): in the details of exactly what non-sequentially-
consistent executions they permit, and of what memory bar-
rier and synchronisation instructions they provide to let the
programmer regain control.

For any of these processors, relaxed-memory behaviour ex-
acerbates the di�culties of writing concurrent software, as
systems programmers cannot reason, at the level of abstrac-
tion of memory reads and writes, in terms of an intuitive
concept of global time.

Still worse, while some vendors’ architectural specifica-
tions clearly define what they guarantee, others do not,
despite the extensive previous research on relaxed memory
models. We focus in this paper on x86 processors. In Sec-
tion 2 we introduce the key examples and discuss several
vendor specifications, showing that they all leave key ques-
tions ambiguous, some give unusably weak guarantees, and
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(c) Store-Load reordering on indepedent locations al-
lowed

similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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(e) Transitive visibility of stores

In August 2007, an Intel White Paper [4] (IWP) gave a
somewhat more precise model, with 8 informal-prose prin-
ciples P1–P8 supported by 10 examples (known as litmus
tests). This was incorporated, essentially unchanged, into
later revisions of the Intel SDM (including rev. 26–28), and
AMD gave similar, though not identical, prose and tests in
rev. 3.14 of their manual [3, Vol. 2,§7.2] (AMD3.14). These
are essentially causal-consistency models [9], and they allow
di�erent processors to see writes to independent locations
in di�erent orders, as in the IRIW litmus test [11] below1.
AMD3.14 allows this explicitly, while IWP allows it implic-
itly, as IRIW is not ruled out by the stated principles. Mi-
croarchitecturally, IRIW can arise from store bu�ers that
are shared between some but not all processors.

IRIW
Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2 Proc 3

MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV ECX�[y]
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]

Forbidden Final State: Proc 2:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=0
� Proc 3:ECX=1 � Proc 3:EDX=0

However, both require that, in some sense, causality is re-
spected, as in the IWP principle “P5. In a multiprocessor
system, memory ordering obeys causality (memory ordering
respects transitive visibility)”.

We used these informal specifications as the basis for a
formal model, x86-CC [31], for which a key issue was giv-
ing a reasonable interpretation to this “causality”, which is
not defined in IWP or AMD3.14. Apart from that, the in-
formal specifications were reasonably unambiguous — but
they turned out to have two serious flaws.

First, they are arguably rather weak for programmers. In
particular, they admit the IRIW behaviour above but, under
reasonable assumptions on the strongest x86 memory bar-
rier, MFENCE, adding MFENCEs would not su�ce to recover
sequential consistency (instead, one would have to make lib-
eral use of x86 LOCK’d instructions) [31, §2.12]. Here the
specifications seem to be much looser than the behaviour of
implemented processors: to the best of our knowledge, and
following some testing, IRIW is not observable in practice,
even without MFENCEs. It appears that some JVM imple-
mentations depend on this fact, and would not be correct
if one assumed only the IWP/AMD3.14/x86-CC architec-
ture [15].

Second, more seriously, x86-CC and IWP are unsound
with respect to current processors. The following exam-
ple, n6, due to Paul Loewenstein [personal communication,
Nov. 2008] shows a behaviour that is observable (e.g., on
an Intel Core 2 duo) but that is disallowed by x86-CC and
by any interpretation we can make of IWP principles P1,2,4
and 6 [27, A.5].

n6
Proc 0 Proc 1

MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�2
MOV EAX�[x] MOV [x]�2
MOV EBX�[y]
Allowed Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 0:EBX=0

� [x]=1

1We use Intel assembly syntax throughout except that we
use an arrow � to indicate the direction of data flow, so
MOV [x]�1 is a write of 1 to address x and MOV EAX�[x]
is a read from address x into register EAX. Initial states are
all 0 unless otherwise specified.

To see why this could be allowed by multiprocessors with
FIFO store bu�ers, suppose that first the Proc 1 write of
[y]=2 is bu�ered, then Proc 0 bu�ers its write of [x]=1, reads
[x]=1 from its own store bu�er, and reads [y]=0 from main
memory, then Proc 1 bu�ers its [x]=2 write and flushes its
bu�ered [y]=2 and [x]=2 writes to memory, then finally Proc
0 flushes its [x]=1 write to memory.

The AMD3.14 manual is not expressed in terms of a
clearly identified set of principles, and the main text (Vol. 2,
§7.2) leaves the ordering of stores to a single location un-
constrained, though elsewhere the manual describes a mi-
croarchitecture with store bu�ers and cache protocols that
strongly implies that memory is coherent. In the absence
of an analogue of the IWP P6, the reasoning prohibiting n6
does not carry over.

2.3 Intel SDM rev. 29–34 (Nov. 2008–
Mar. 2010)

The most recent substantial change to the Intel memory-
model specification, at the time of writing, was in revision
29 of the Intel SDM (revisions 29–34 are essentially iden-
tical except for the LFENCE text). This is in a similar
informal-prose style to previous versions, again supported
by litmus tests, but is significantly di�erent to IWP/x86-
CC/AMD3.14. First, the IRIW final state above is forbid-
den [5, Example 8-7, vol. 3A], and the previous coherence
condition: “P6. In a multiprocessor system, stores to the
same location have a total order”has been replaced by: “Any
two stores are seen in a consistent order by processors other
than those performing the stores” (we label this P9).

Second, the memory barrier instructions are now in-
cluded. It is stated that reads and writes cannot pass
MFENCE instructions, together with more refined proper-
ties for SFENCE and LFENCE.

Third, same-processor writes are now explicitly ordered:
“Writes by a single processor are observed in the same order
by all processors” (P10) (we regarded this as implicit in the
IWP “P2. Stores are not reordered with other stores”).

This revision appears to deal with the unsoundness, ad-
mitting the n6 behaviour above, but, unfortunately, it is
still problematic. The first issue is, again, how to inter-
pret “causality” as used in P5. The second issue is one of
weakness: the new P9 says nothing about observations of
two stores by those two processors themselves (or by one
of those processors and one other). The following examples
(which we call n5 and n4b) illustrate potentially surpris-
ing behaviour that arguably violates coherence. Their final
states are not allowed in x86-CC, are not allowed in a pure
store-bu�er implementation or in x86-TSO, and we have not
observed them on actual processors. However, the principles
stated in revisions 29–34 of the Intel SDM appear, presum-
ably unintentionally, to allow them. The AMD3.14 Vol. 2,
§7.2 text taken alone would allow them, but the implied
coherence from elsewhere in the AMD manual would for-
bid them. These points illustrate once again the di�culty
of writing unambiguous and correct loose specifications in
informal prose.

n5
Proc 0 Proc 1

MOV [x]�1 MOV [x]�2
MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=2 � Proc 1:EBX=1
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(f) Stores consistent across all processors (No IRIW)

similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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similar but with additional writes inserted in the middle of
each thread, of 2 to x and y respectively.

Example 8-4. Loads Are not Reordered with Older
Stores to the Same Location.

Proc 0
MOV [x]�1
MOV EAX�[x]
Required Final State: Proc 0:EAX=1

x86-TSO requires the specified result because reads must
check the local store bu�er.

Example 8-5. Intra-Processor Forwarding is Al-
lowed. This test is similar to Example 8-3.

Example 8-6. Stores Are Transitively Visible.

Proc 0 Proc 1 Proc 2
MOV [x]�1 MOV EAX�[x] MOV EBX�[y]

MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EAX=1 � Proc 2:EBX=1

� Proc 2:ECX=0

x86-TSO forbids the given final state because otherwise the
Proc 2 constraints imply that y was written to shared mem-
ory before x. Hence the write to x must be in Proc 0’s store
bu�er (or the instruction has not executed), when the write
to y is initiated. Note that this test contains the only men-
tion of “transitive visibility” in the Intel SDM, leaving its
meaning unclear.

Example 8-7. Stores Are Seen in a Consistent Or-
der by Other Processors. This test rules out the IRIW
behaviour as described in Section 2.2. x86-TSO forbids the
given final state because the Proc 2 constraints imply that
x was written to shared memory before y whereas the Proc
3 constraints imply that y was written to shared memory
before x.

Example 8-8. Locked Instructions Have a Total Or-
der. This is the same as the IRIW Example 8-7 but with
LOCK’d instructions for the writes; x86-TSO forbids the
final state for the same reason as above.

Example 8-9. Loads Are not Reordered with Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX XCHG [y]�ECX
MOV EBX�[y] MOV EDX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EBX=0 � Proc 1:EDX=0

This test indicates that locking both writes in Example 8-3
would forbid the non-sequentially consistent result. x86-
TSO forbids the final state because LOCK’d instructions
flush the local store bu�er. If only one write were LOCK’d
(say the write to x), the Example 8-3 final state would be
allowed as follows: on Proc 1, bu�er the write to y and
execute the read x, then on Proc 0 write to x in shared
memory then read from y.

Example 8-10. Stores Are not Reordered with
Locks.

Proc 0 Proc 1
XCHG [x]�EAX MOV EBX�[y]
MOV [y]�1 MOV ECX�[x]
Initial state: Proc 0:EAX=1 (elsewhere 0)
Forbidden Final State: Proc 1:EBX=1 � Proc 1:ECX=0

This is implied by Example 8-1, as we treat the memory
writes of LOCK’d instructions as stores.

Test amd5.

Proc 0 Proc 1
MOV [x]�1 MOV [y]�1
MFENCE MFENCE
MOV EAX�[y] MOV EBX�[x]
Forbidden Final State: Proc 0:EAX=0 � Proc 1:EBX=0

For x86-TSO, this test has the same force as Example 8-8,
but using MFENCE instructions to flush the bu�ers instead
of LOCK’d instructions. The tenth AMD test is similar.
None of the Intel litmus tests include fence instructions.

In x86-TSO adding MFENCE between every instruction
would clearly su�ce to regain sequential consistency (though
obviously in practice one would insert fewer barriers), in
contrast to IWP/x86-CC/AMD3.14.

3.3 Empirical Testing
To build confidence that we have a sound model of the

behaviour of actual x86 processors we have tested the cor-
respondence between them in various ways.

Firstly, for the memory model, we have a litmus tool that
takes a litmus test (essentially as given in this paper) and
builds a C program with embedded assembly to run the test
repeatedly to try to produce all possible results, taking care
to synchronise the di�erent threads and with some randomi-
sation of memory usage. We have run these on the Intel and
AMD processors that we have access to. The results can be
compared with the output of a memevents tool, that takes
such tests and computes the set of all possible executions
allowed by the x86-TSO model. We use a verified witness
checker, extracted from the HOL4 definition of the model,
to verify that any executions found are indeed allowed.

The results correspond exactly for all the tests given here
and others we have tried, including amd3, n1 [31], n7 [27],
the single-XCHG variant of Example 8-9, and an unfenced
variant of RWC [11]. In general, though, there may be tests
where x86-TSO allows some final state that cannot be ob-
served in practice, perhaps because litmus does not drive
the processor into the correct internal state (of store bu�ers,
cache lines, etc.) to exhibit it, or perhaps because the par-
ticular implementations we tested cannot exhibit it. For
example, we have only seen amd3 on a four-processor (�2
hyperthread) machine and only very rarely, 4 out of 3.2e9
times. Testing, especially this black-box testing of a com-
plex and time-dependent system, is obviously subject to the
usual limitations; it cannot conclusively prove that some
outcome is not possible.

Secondly, for the behaviour of individual instructions, we
have an x86sem tool that generates random instances of in-
structions, runs them on an actual machine, and generates
a HOL4 conjecture relating the memory and register state
before and after. These conjectures are then automatically
verified, by a HOL4 script, for the 4600 instances that we
tried.

4. A LINUX X86 SPINLOCK IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In Section 2.1 we mentioned the uncertainty that arose
in a discussion on a particular optimisation for Linux spin-
locks [1]. In this section, we present a spinlock from the
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Figure 5: The x86-TSO memory model.
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The “fundamental” property of a relaxed memory model:

DRF programs executing in a relaxed memory 
setting are SC

- Whenever there is a visible temporal dependency among 
operations, the memory model ensures that  the dependency 
is globally respected 

- system always maintains a consistent view of their 
ordering 

- Any actions that could potentially induce an inconsistency 
must have a temporal dependency
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Triangular Data Races

- We can enforce SC behavior in a TSO machine by flushing 
every write after it’s written to a processor’s local buffer 

- store buffer is ignored, preventing behaviors expressible as reorderings 
that are not possible in any SC execution of the original program 

- A triangular data race occurs if there is a data race between 
a read RxT1 and write WxT2 and there is a preceding write to 
a potentially different variable by T1, WyT1 that is not 
separated from the read by a lock or fence 

- Intuition: the preceding write may be in T1’s store buffer and can thus 
induce non-SC behaviors 

- Theorem: a program that is triangular race-free is sequentially consistent

11
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The IBM Power Memory Model
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Highly relaxed, significantly more behaviors than possible under TSO 

- Hardware threads can each perform reads and writes out-of-order, or 
even speculatively 

- Arbitrary local reordering is allowed  
- Does not support multi-copy atomicity: a write issued by a processor is not 

guaranteed to be visible to all other threads at the same time
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We speak of the collection of all the memories and their interconnect (i.e., everything except the threads) as the storage
subsystem.

For the thread-local out-of-order (and speculative) execution, in general we can think of each thread, at any point in
time, as having a tree of the committed and in-flight instruction instances. Newly fetched instructions become in-flight,
and later, subject to appropriate preconditions, can be committed. For example, below we show a set of instruction
instances {i1, . . . , i13} with the program-order-successor relation among them. Three of those ({i1, i3, i4}, boxed)
have been committed; the remainder are in-flight.

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5

i6

i8

i7

i9

i10

i13

i11 i12

Instruction instances i5 and i9 are branches for which the thread has fetched multiple possible successors; here just two,
but a branch with a computed address might in principle fetch many possible successors. A typical implementation
might well explore at most one speculative path at a time. Note that the committed instances are not necessarily
contiguous: here i3 and i4 have been committed even though i2 has not, which can only happen if they are sufficiently
independent. When a branch is committed then any un-taken alternative paths are discarded, and instructions that
follow (in program order) an uncommitted branch cannot be committed until that branch is, so the tree must be linear
before any committed (boxed) instructions.

For a read instruction, as soon as an address for the read is known, the read might be satisfied, binding its value
to one received from the local memory (or in some cases forwarded from earlier in the thread). That value could
immediately be used by later instructions in the thread that depend on it, but it and they are subject to being restarted
or (if this is a speculative path) aborted until the read is committed.

For a write instruction, the key points are when the address and value become determined. After that (subject to
other conditions) the write can be committed, sent to the local memory; this is not subject to restart or abort. After
that, the write might propagate to other threads, becoming readable by them.

7

Adding an isync instruction between the branch and the
second read (giving test MP+sync+ctrlisync) su!ces.

The fact that data/address dependencies to both reads
and writes are respected while control dependencies are only
respected to writes is important in the design of C++0x
low-level atomics [BA08, BOS+11], where release/consume
atomics let one take advantage of data dependencies without
requiring barriers (and limiting optimisation) to ensure that
all source-language control dependencies are respected.

Cumulativity For WRC it su!ces to have a sync on
Thread 1 with a dependency on Thread 2; the non-SC
behaviour is then forbidden:

Test WRC+sync+addr : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 2

e: R[x]=0

rf
sync

rf
addr

rf

This illustrates what we call A-cumulativity of Power barri-
ers: a chain of edges before the barrier that is respected. In
this case Thread 1 reads from the Thread 0 write before (in
program order) executing a sync, and then Thread 1 writes
to another location; any other thread (here 2) is guaranteed
to see the Thread 0 write before the Thread 1 write. How-
ever, swapping the sync and dependency, e.g. with just an
rf and data edge between writes a and c, does not guarantee
ordering of those two writes as seen by another thread:

Test WRC+data+sync : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 2

e: R[x]=0

rf
data

rf
sync

rf

In contrast to that WRC+data+sync, a chain of reads-
from edges and dependencies after a sync does ensure that
ordering between a write before the sync and a write after
the sync is respected, as below. Here the reads e and f of z
and x cannot see the writes a and d out of order. We call
this a B-cumulativity property.

Test ISA2+sync+data+addr : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1

Thread 1

d: W[z]=1

e: R[z]=1

Thread 2

f: R[x]=0

sync
rf

data
rf

addr

rf

Using lwsync The lwsync barrier is broadly similar to
sync, including cumulativity properties, except that does not
order store/load pairs and it is cheaper to execute; it suf-
fices to guarantee SC behaviour in MP+lwsyncs (MP with
lwsync in each thread), WRC+lwsync+addr (WRC with
lwsync on Thread 1 and an address dependency on Thread
2), and ISA2+lwsync+data+addr, while SB+lwsyncs and
IRIW+lwsyncs are still allowed. We return later to other
di"erences between sync and lwsync.

3. The Model Design
We describe the high-level design of our model in this sec-
tion, giving the details in the next. We build our model as

a composition of a set of (hardware) threads and a single
storage subsystem, synchronising on various messages:

Write request
Read request

Barrier request

 
Read response
Barrier ack

Storage Subsystem

ThreadThread

Read-request/read-response pairs are tightly coupled, while
the others are single unidirectional messages. There is no
bu"ering between the two parts.

Coherence-by-fiat Our storage subsystem abstracts
completely from the processor implementation store-
bu"ering and cache hierarchy, and from the cache protocol:
our model has no explicit memory, either of the system as
a whole, or of any cache or store queue (the fact that one
can abstract from all these is itself interesting). Instead, we
work in terms of the write events that a read can read from.
Our storage subsystem maintains, for each address, the cur-
rent constraint on the coherence order among the writes it
has seen to that address, as a strict partial order (transitive
but irreflexive). For example, suppose the storage subsystem
has seen four writes, w0, w1, w2 and w3, all to the same ad-
dress. It might have built up the coherence constraint on the
left below, with w0 known to be before w1, w2 and w3, and
w1 known to be before w2, but with as-yet-undetermined
relationships between w1 and w3, and between w2 and w3.

w0

w2 w3

w1

w0

w2 w3

w1

The storage subsystem also records the list of writes that
it has propagated to each thread: those sent in response
to read-requests, those done by the thread itself, and those
propagated to that thread in the process of propagating a
barrier to that thread. These are interleaved with records
of barriers propagated to that thread. Note that this is a
storage-subsystem-model concept: the writes propagated to
a thread have not necessarily been sent to the thread model
in a read-response.

Now, given a read request by a thread tid, what writes
could be sent in response? From the state on the left above,
if the writes propagated to thread tid are just [w1], perhaps
because tid has read from w1, then:

• it cannot be sent w0, as w0 is coherence-before the w1
write that (because it is in the writes-propagated list) it
might have read from;

• it could re-read from w1, leaving the coherence constraint
unchanged;

• it could be sent w2, again leaving the coherence constraint
unchanged, in which case w2 must be appended to the
events propagated to tid; or

• it could be sent w3, again appending this to the events
propagated to tid, which moreover entails committing to
w3 being coherence-after w1, as in the coherence con-
straint on the right above. Note that this still leaves the
relative order of w2 and w3 unconstrained, so another
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Each thread, at each step in time, maintains a tree of committed and in-
flight instruction instances
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We speak of the collection of all the memories and their interconnect (i.e., everything except the threads) as the storage
subsystem.

For the thread-local out-of-order (and speculative) execution, in general we can think of each thread, at any point in
time, as having a tree of the committed and in-flight instruction instances. Newly fetched instructions become in-flight,
and later, subject to appropriate preconditions, can be committed. For example, below we show a set of instruction
instances {i1, . . . , i13} with the program-order-successor relation among them. Three of those ({i1, i3, i4}, boxed)
have been committed; the remainder are in-flight.

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5

i6

i8

i7

i9

i10

i13

i11 i12

Instruction instances i5 and i9 are branches for which the thread has fetched multiple possible successors; here just two,
but a branch with a computed address might in principle fetch many possible successors. A typical implementation
might well explore at most one speculative path at a time. Note that the committed instances are not necessarily
contiguous: here i3 and i4 have been committed even though i2 has not, which can only happen if they are sufficiently
independent. When a branch is committed then any un-taken alternative paths are discarded, and instructions that
follow (in program order) an uncommitted branch cannot be committed until that branch is, so the tree must be linear
before any committed (boxed) instructions.

For a read instruction, as soon as an address for the read is known, the read might be satisfied, binding its value
to one received from the local memory (or in some cases forwarded from earlier in the thread). That value could
immediately be used by later instructions in the thread that depend on it, but it and they are subject to being restarted
or (if this is a speculative path) aborted until the read is committed.

For a write instruction, the key points are when the address and value become determined. After that (subject to
other conditions) the write can be committed, sent to the local memory; this is not subject to restart or abort. After
that, the write might propagate to other threads, becoming readable by them.

7

Instruction i5 and i9 are branches for which the thread has multiple 
possible successors 

When a branch is committed, all alternative paths are discarded 

Actions become committed when the relevant address and value are 
determined (“satisfied” for reads, “committed” for writes)
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processors, and some more subtle examples in §6, with repre-
sentative experimental data in §7. To ensure that our model
explains the behaviour of tests in a way that faithfully ab-
stracts from the actual hardware, using appropriate con-
cepts, we depend on extensive discussions with IBM sta!. To
validate the model against experiment, we built a checker,
based on code automatically generated from the mathemati-
cal definition, to calculate the allowed outcomes of tests (§8);
this confirms that the model gives the correct results for all
tests we describe and for a systematically generated family
of around 300 others.

Relaxed memory models are typically expressed either
in an axiomatic or an operational style. Here we adopt
the latter, defining an abstract machine in §3 and §4. We
expect that this will be more intuitive than typical axiomatic
models, as it has a straightforward notion of global time (in
traces of abstract machine transitions), and the abstraction
from the actual hardware is more direct. More particularly,
to explain some of the examples, it seems to be necessary to
model out-of-order and speculative reads explicitly, which is
easier to do in an abstract-machine setting. This work is an
exercise in making a model that is as simple as possible
but no simpler: the model is considerably more complex
than some (e.g. for TSO processors such as Sparc and x86),
but does capture the processor behaviour or architectural
intent for a range of subtle examples. Moreover, while the
definition is mathematically rigorous, it can be explained
in only a few pages of prose, so it should be accessible to
the expert systems programmers (of concurrency libraries,
language runtimes, optimising compilers, etc.) who have to
be concerned with these issues. We end with discussion of
related work (§9) and a brief summary of future directions
(§10), returning at last to the vendor architecture.

2. Simple Examples
We begin with an informal introduction to Power multipro-
cessor behaviour by example, introducing some key concepts
but leaving explanation in terms of the model to later.

2.1 Relaxed behaviour

In the absence of memory barriers or dependencies, Power
multiprocessors exhibit a very relaxed memory model, as
shown by their behaviour for the following four classic tests.

SB: Store Bu!ering Here two threads write to shared-
memory locations and then each reads from the other loca-
tion — an idiom at the heart of Dekker’s mutual-exclusion
algorithm, for example. In pseudocode:

Thread 0 Thread 1
x=1 y=1
r1=y r2=x
Initial shared state: x=0 and y=0
Allowed final state: r1=0 and r2=0

In the specified execution both threads read the value from
the initial state (in later examples, this is zero unless oth-
erwise stated). To eliminate any ambiguity about exactly
what machine instructions are executed, either from source-
language semantics or compilation concerns, we take the
definitive version of our examples to be in PowerPC as-
sembly (available online [SSA+11]), rather than pseudocode.
The assembly code is not easy to read, however, so here we
present examples as diagrams of the memory read and write
events involved in the execution specified by the initial and
final state constraints. In this example, the pseudocode r1

and r2 represent machine registers, so accesses to those are
not memory events; with the final state as specified, the
only conceivable execution has two writes, labelled a and c,
and two reads, labelled b and d, with values as below. They
are related by program order po (later we elide implied po
edges), and the fact that the two reads both read from the
initial state (0) is indicated by the incoming reads-from (rf)
edges (from writes to reads that read from them); the dots
indicate the initial-state writes.

Test SB : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: R[y]=0

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[x]=0

po po

rf rf

This example illustrates the key relaxation allowed in Sparc
or x86 TSO models [Spa92, SSO+10]. The next three show
some ways in which Power gives a weaker model.

MP: Message passing Here Thread 0 writes data x and
then sets a flag y, while Thread 1 reads y from that flag write
and then reads x. On Power that read is not guaranteeed
to see the Thread 0 write of x; it might instead read from
‘before’ that write, despite the chain of po and rf edges:

Test MP : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1

Thread 1

d: R[x]=0

po
rf

po

rf

In real code, the read c of y might be in a loop, repeated until
the value read is 1. Here, to simplify experimental testing,
we do not have a loop but instead consider only executions
in which the value read is 1, expressed with a constraint on
the final register values in the test source.

WRC: Write-to-Read Causality Here Thread 0 com-
municates to Thread 1 by writing x=1. Thread 1 reads
that, and then later (in program order) sends a message
to Thread 2 by writing into y. Having read that write of
y at Thread 2, the question is whether a program-order-
subsequent read of x at Thread 2 is guaranteed to see the
value written by the Thread 0 write, or might read from
‘before’ that, as shown, again despite the rf and po chain.
On Power that is possible.

Test WRC : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 2

e: R[x]=0

rf
po

rf
po

rf

IRIW: Independent Reads of Independent Writes
Here two threads (0 and 2) write to distinct locations while
two others (1 and 3) each read from both locations. In
the specified allowed execution, they see the two writes in
di!erent orders (Thread 1’s first read sees the write to x but
the program-order-subsequent read does not see the write of
y, whereas Thread 3 sees the write to y but not that to x).

Test IRIW : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: R[y]=0

Thread 2

d: W[y]=1 e: R[y]=1

Thread 3

f: R[x]=0

rf
po

rf
po

rf rf
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processors, and some more subtle examples in §6, with repre-
sentative experimental data in §7. To ensure that our model
explains the behaviour of tests in a way that faithfully ab-
stracts from the actual hardware, using appropriate con-
cepts, we depend on extensive discussions with IBM sta!. To
validate the model against experiment, we built a checker,
based on code automatically generated from the mathemati-
cal definition, to calculate the allowed outcomes of tests (§8);
this confirms that the model gives the correct results for all
tests we describe and for a systematically generated family
of around 300 others.

Relaxed memory models are typically expressed either
in an axiomatic or an operational style. Here we adopt
the latter, defining an abstract machine in §3 and §4. We
expect that this will be more intuitive than typical axiomatic
models, as it has a straightforward notion of global time (in
traces of abstract machine transitions), and the abstraction
from the actual hardware is more direct. More particularly,
to explain some of the examples, it seems to be necessary to
model out-of-order and speculative reads explicitly, which is
easier to do in an abstract-machine setting. This work is an
exercise in making a model that is as simple as possible
but no simpler: the model is considerably more complex
than some (e.g. for TSO processors such as Sparc and x86),
but does capture the processor behaviour or architectural
intent for a range of subtle examples. Moreover, while the
definition is mathematically rigorous, it can be explained
in only a few pages of prose, so it should be accessible to
the expert systems programmers (of concurrency libraries,
language runtimes, optimising compilers, etc.) who have to
be concerned with these issues. We end with discussion of
related work (§9) and a brief summary of future directions
(§10), returning at last to the vendor architecture.

2. Simple Examples
We begin with an informal introduction to Power multipro-
cessor behaviour by example, introducing some key concepts
but leaving explanation in terms of the model to later.

2.1 Relaxed behaviour

In the absence of memory barriers or dependencies, Power
multiprocessors exhibit a very relaxed memory model, as
shown by their behaviour for the following four classic tests.

SB: Store Bu!ering Here two threads write to shared-
memory locations and then each reads from the other loca-
tion — an idiom at the heart of Dekker’s mutual-exclusion
algorithm, for example. In pseudocode:

Thread 0 Thread 1
x=1 y=1
r1=y r2=x
Initial shared state: x=0 and y=0
Allowed final state: r1=0 and r2=0

In the specified execution both threads read the value from
the initial state (in later examples, this is zero unless oth-
erwise stated). To eliminate any ambiguity about exactly
what machine instructions are executed, either from source-
language semantics or compilation concerns, we take the
definitive version of our examples to be in PowerPC as-
sembly (available online [SSA+11]), rather than pseudocode.
The assembly code is not easy to read, however, so here we
present examples as diagrams of the memory read and write
events involved in the execution specified by the initial and
final state constraints. In this example, the pseudocode r1

and r2 represent machine registers, so accesses to those are
not memory events; with the final state as specified, the
only conceivable execution has two writes, labelled a and c,
and two reads, labelled b and d, with values as below. They
are related by program order po (later we elide implied po
edges), and the fact that the two reads both read from the
initial state (0) is indicated by the incoming reads-from (rf)
edges (from writes to reads that read from them); the dots
indicate the initial-state writes.

Test SB : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: R[y]=0

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[x]=0

po po

rf rf

This example illustrates the key relaxation allowed in Sparc
or x86 TSO models [Spa92, SSO+10]. The next three show
some ways in which Power gives a weaker model.

MP: Message passing Here Thread 0 writes data x and
then sets a flag y, while Thread 1 reads y from that flag write
and then reads x. On Power that read is not guaranteeed
to see the Thread 0 write of x; it might instead read from
‘before’ that write, despite the chain of po and rf edges:

Test MP : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1

Thread 1

d: R[x]=0

po
rf

po

rf

In real code, the read c of y might be in a loop, repeated until
the value read is 1. Here, to simplify experimental testing,
we do not have a loop but instead consider only executions
in which the value read is 1, expressed with a constraint on
the final register values in the test source.

WRC: Write-to-Read Causality Here Thread 0 com-
municates to Thread 1 by writing x=1. Thread 1 reads
that, and then later (in program order) sends a message
to Thread 2 by writing into y. Having read that write of
y at Thread 2, the question is whether a program-order-
subsequent read of x at Thread 2 is guaranteed to see the
value written by the Thread 0 write, or might read from
‘before’ that, as shown, again despite the rf and po chain.
On Power that is possible.

Test WRC : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 2

e: R[x]=0

rf
po

rf
po

rf

IRIW: Independent Reads of Independent Writes
Here two threads (0 and 2) write to distinct locations while
two others (1 and 3) each read from both locations. In
the specified allowed execution, they see the two writes in
di!erent orders (Thread 1’s first read sees the write to x but
the program-order-subsequent read does not see the write of
y, whereas Thread 3 sees the write to y but not that to x).

Test IRIW : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: R[y]=0

Thread 2

d: W[y]=1 e: R[y]=1

Thread 3

f: R[x]=0

rf
po

rf
po

rf rf

176

Relations: 
- po: program order 
- rf: reads-from

https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~pes20/ppcmem/
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Barriers are similar in that they get committed at a thread and sent to the local part of the storage subsystem, before
perhaps propagating to other threads. The constraints on how writes and barriers can propagate are intertwined, as we
shall see.

Aside: other notions of atomicity We introduced multiple-copy atomicity above, but some caution is needed, as
there are many different senses of “atomic” in use. Two other important notions of atomicity are as follows.

A memory read or write by an instruction is access-atomic (or single-copy atomic, in the terminology of Col-
lier [Col92]—though note that single-copy atomic is not the opposite of multiple-copy atomic) if it gives rise to a
single access to the memory. Typically an architecture will specify that certain sizes of reads and writes, subject to
some alignment constraints, (such as 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16-byte accesses with those alignments), are access-atomic, while
other sizes and non-aligned accesses may be split into several distinct subaccesses. For example, two writes of the
same size to the same address are access-atomic iff the result is guaranteed to be either one or the other value, not a
combination of their bits. Of course, in a machine which is not multiple-copy atomic, even if a write instruction is
access-atomic, the write may become visible to different threads at different times (and if a write is not access-atomic,
the individual subaccesses may become visible to different threads at different times, perhaps in different orders).

An instruction that involves more than one memory access, such as an increment that does a read and a write to the
same location, or a load-multiple that reads several words, is instruction-atomic if its accesses are indivisible in time,
with no other intervening access by other threads to their locations. For example, increment is instruction-atomic iff
two concurrent increments to the same location that is initially 0 are guaranteed to result in the location containing 2,
not 1. On x86 INC is not instruction-atomic whereas LOCK;INC is. On POWER an lmw load-multiple instruction is
not instruction-atomic.

Yet another usage is the C11 and C++11 atomic types and operations. These have various properties, including
analogues of access- and instruction-atomicity, that we will not discuss here; see [BA08, BOS+11, Bec11, ISO11] for
details.

3 Introducing Litmus Tests, and Simple Message Passing (MP)

3.1 Message Passing Attempts without Barriers or Dependencies
3.1.1 The Message Passing (MP) Example A simple example illustrating some ways in which ARM and
POWER are relaxed is the classic message passing (MP) example below, with two threads (Thread 0 and Thread 1)
and two shared variables (x and y). This is a simple low-level concurrency programming idiom, in which one thread
(Thread 0) writes some data x, and then sets a flag y to indicate that the data is ready to be read, while another thread
(Thread 1) busy-waits reading the flag y until it sees it set, and then reads the data x into a local variable or processor
register r2. The desired behaviour is that after the reading thread has seen the flag set, its subsequent read of the data
x will see the value from the writing thread, not the initial state (or some other previous value). In pseudocode:

MP-loop Pseudocode
Thread 0 Thread 1

x=1 // write data while (y==0) {} // busy-wait for flag
y=1 // write flag r2=x // read data
Initial state: x=0 ! y=0
Forbidden?: Thread 1 register r2 = 0

The test specifies the initial state of registers and memory (x=0 and y=0; henceforth we assume these are zero if not
given explicitly) and a constraint on the final state, e.g. that Thread 1’s register r2 is 0. Here x (or [x] in assembly tests)
is the value of memory location x; later we write 1:r2 for the value of register r2 on hardware thread 1. If one reached
that final state, with r2=0, then the Thread 1 read of x would have to have read x=0 from the initial state despite the
Thread 1 while loop having successfully exit on reading from the Thread 0 write of y=1, program-order-after its write
of x=1.

We can simplify the example without really affecting what is going on by looking at just a single test of the
flag: instead of looking at all executions of the MP-loop busy-waiting loop, we can restrict our attention to just the
executions of the MP program below in which the Thread 1 read of y sees the value 1 written by Thread 0 (we are
effectively considering just the executions of MP-loop in which the while loop test succeeds the first time). In other
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words, the desired behaviour is that if the read of y saw 1 then the read of x must not have seen 0. Or, equivalently,
the desired behaviour is that final outcomes in which r1=1 and r2=0 should be forbidden.

MP Pseudocode
Thread 0 Thread 1

x=1 r1=y
y=1 r2=x
Initial state: x=0 ! y=0
Forbidden?: 1:r1=1 ! 1:r2=0

A litmus test such as this comprises a small multithreaded program, with a defined initial state and with a constraint on
their final state that picks out the potential executions of interest. Given that, for any architecture we can ask whether
such an execution is allowed or forbidden; we can also run the test (in a test harness [AMSS11a]) on particular
processor implementations to see whether it is observed or not observed.

Throughout this document we use the term “thread” to refer to hardware threads on SMT machines and processors
on non-SMT machines. Assuming a correctly implemented scheduler (with appropriate barriers at context switches)
it should be sound to think of software threads in the same way.

3.1.2 Observed Behaviour In a sequentially consistent model, that final outcome of r1=1 ! r2=0 is indeed
forbiden, as there is no interleaving of the reads and writes (in which each read reads the value of the most recent write
to the same address) which permits it. To check this, one can just enumerate the six possible interleavings that respect
the program order of each thread:

Interleaving Final register state
x=1; y=1; r1=y; r2=x r1=1 ! r2=1
x=1; r1=y; y=1; r2=x r1=0 ! r2=1
x=1; r1=y; r2=x; y=1 r1=0 ! r2=1
r1=y; r2=x; x=1; y=1 r1=0 ! r2=0
r1=y; x=1; r2=x; y=1 r1=0 ! r2=1
r1=y; x=1; y=1; r2=x r1=0 ! r2=1

On x86-TSO or SPARC TSO that final outcome of r1=1 ! r2=0 is also forbidden, as the two writes flow through a
FIFO buffer into the shared memory before becoming visible to the reading thread. But on ARM and POWER, this
final outcome is allowed in the architecture, and it is commonly observable on current processor implementations.
Thread 1 can see the flag y set to 1, and program-order-subsequently see the data x still 0. The table below gives some
sample experimental data, running this test on various processor implementations using a test harness produced by our
litmus tool [AMSS11a]. Each entry gives a ratiom/n, wherem is the number of times that the final outcome of r1=1
! r2=0 was observed in n trials.

POWER ARM
Kind PowerG5 Power6 Power7 Tegra2 Tegra3 APQ8060 A5X

MP Allow 10M/4.9G 6.5M/29G 1.7G/167G 40M/3.8G 138k/16M 61k/552M 437k/185M

Here we just show the frequency of the outcome identified by the final state constraint, but many other outcomes (all
the sequentially consistent outcomes listed above), are also allowed and observable.

Care is needed in interpreting such results, of course: the specific numbers can be highly dependent on the test
harness; such testing, of highly nondeterministic systems, is not guaranteed to produce all the executions that an imple-
mentation might produce; and the architectures are intentionally looser in some respects than current implementations,
so (as we will see later) some behaviour may be architecturally allowed even though it is never observable in current
processors. Moreover, there might be differences between our architectural models, the vendor’s architectural intent,
and the vendor’s architecture manuals (the ARM ARM [ARM08a] and POWER ISA [Pow09]). And of course, while
our models are based in part on extensive discussion with ARM and IBM architects and designers, we do not speak for
either vendor. All that said, we have reasonable confidence in our models, and we have found our testing process to
be reasonably discriminating. Whereever we mark a test execution as allowed or forbidden, we believe that that does
match the architectural intention, and, unless otherwise stated, everything marked as allowed is observable on some
implementation of one or other architecture, and (modulo processor errata, which we do not discuss here) everything
marked as forbidden has not been observable. We give some summary test data to illustate this in each section.
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processors, and some more subtle examples in §6, with repre-
sentative experimental data in §7. To ensure that our model
explains the behaviour of tests in a way that faithfully ab-
stracts from the actual hardware, using appropriate con-
cepts, we depend on extensive discussions with IBM sta!. To
validate the model against experiment, we built a checker,
based on code automatically generated from the mathemati-
cal definition, to calculate the allowed outcomes of tests (§8);
this confirms that the model gives the correct results for all
tests we describe and for a systematically generated family
of around 300 others.

Relaxed memory models are typically expressed either
in an axiomatic or an operational style. Here we adopt
the latter, defining an abstract machine in §3 and §4. We
expect that this will be more intuitive than typical axiomatic
models, as it has a straightforward notion of global time (in
traces of abstract machine transitions), and the abstraction
from the actual hardware is more direct. More particularly,
to explain some of the examples, it seems to be necessary to
model out-of-order and speculative reads explicitly, which is
easier to do in an abstract-machine setting. This work is an
exercise in making a model that is as simple as possible
but no simpler: the model is considerably more complex
than some (e.g. for TSO processors such as Sparc and x86),
but does capture the processor behaviour or architectural
intent for a range of subtle examples. Moreover, while the
definition is mathematically rigorous, it can be explained
in only a few pages of prose, so it should be accessible to
the expert systems programmers (of concurrency libraries,
language runtimes, optimising compilers, etc.) who have to
be concerned with these issues. We end with discussion of
related work (§9) and a brief summary of future directions
(§10), returning at last to the vendor architecture.

2. Simple Examples
We begin with an informal introduction to Power multipro-
cessor behaviour by example, introducing some key concepts
but leaving explanation in terms of the model to later.

2.1 Relaxed behaviour

In the absence of memory barriers or dependencies, Power
multiprocessors exhibit a very relaxed memory model, as
shown by their behaviour for the following four classic tests.

SB: Store Bu!ering Here two threads write to shared-
memory locations and then each reads from the other loca-
tion — an idiom at the heart of Dekker’s mutual-exclusion
algorithm, for example. In pseudocode:

Thread 0 Thread 1
x=1 y=1
r1=y r2=x
Initial shared state: x=0 and y=0
Allowed final state: r1=0 and r2=0

In the specified execution both threads read the value from
the initial state (in later examples, this is zero unless oth-
erwise stated). To eliminate any ambiguity about exactly
what machine instructions are executed, either from source-
language semantics or compilation concerns, we take the
definitive version of our examples to be in PowerPC as-
sembly (available online [SSA+11]), rather than pseudocode.
The assembly code is not easy to read, however, so here we
present examples as diagrams of the memory read and write
events involved in the execution specified by the initial and
final state constraints. In this example, the pseudocode r1

and r2 represent machine registers, so accesses to those are
not memory events; with the final state as specified, the
only conceivable execution has two writes, labelled a and c,
and two reads, labelled b and d, with values as below. They
are related by program order po (later we elide implied po
edges), and the fact that the two reads both read from the
initial state (0) is indicated by the incoming reads-from (rf)
edges (from writes to reads that read from them); the dots
indicate the initial-state writes.

Test SB : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: R[y]=0

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[x]=0

po po

rf rf

This example illustrates the key relaxation allowed in Sparc
or x86 TSO models [Spa92, SSO+10]. The next three show
some ways in which Power gives a weaker model.

MP: Message passing Here Thread 0 writes data x and
then sets a flag y, while Thread 1 reads y from that flag write
and then reads x. On Power that read is not guaranteeed
to see the Thread 0 write of x; it might instead read from
‘before’ that write, despite the chain of po and rf edges:

Test MP : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1

Thread 1

d: R[x]=0

po
rf

po

rf

In real code, the read c of y might be in a loop, repeated until
the value read is 1. Here, to simplify experimental testing,
we do not have a loop but instead consider only executions
in which the value read is 1, expressed with a constraint on
the final register values in the test source.

WRC: Write-to-Read Causality Here Thread 0 com-
municates to Thread 1 by writing x=1. Thread 1 reads
that, and then later (in program order) sends a message
to Thread 2 by writing into y. Having read that write of
y at Thread 2, the question is whether a program-order-
subsequent read of x at Thread 2 is guaranteed to see the
value written by the Thread 0 write, or might read from
‘before’ that, as shown, again despite the rf and po chain.
On Power that is possible.

Test WRC : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 2

e: R[x]=0

rf
po

rf
po

rf

IRIW: Independent Reads of Independent Writes
Here two threads (0 and 2) write to distinct locations while
two others (1 and 3) each read from both locations. In
the specified allowed execution, they see the two writes in
di!erent orders (Thread 1’s first read sees the write to x but
the program-order-subsequent read does not see the write of
y, whereas Thread 3 sees the write to y but not that to x).

Test IRIW : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: R[y]=0

Thread 2

d: W[y]=1 e: R[y]=1

Thread 3

f: R[x]=0

rf
po

rf
po

rf rf

176

Is this outcome possible under SC?

Allowed because (a) writes by Thread 0 are to distinct addresses and can 
be committed out-of-order; (b) reads performed by Thread 1 can be 
satisfied out-of-order
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POWER ARM
Kind PowerG5 Power6 Power7 Tegra2 Tegra3 APQ8060 A5X

MP Allow 10M/4.9G 6.5M/29G 1.7G/167G 40M/3.8G 138k/16M 61k/552M 437k/185M
MP+dmb/sync+po Allow 670k/2.4G 0/26GU 13M/39G 3.1M/3.9G 50/28M 69k/743M 249k/195M
MP+dmb/sync+addr Forbid 0/6.9G 0/40G 0/252G 0/29G 0/39G 0/26G 0/2.2G
MP+dmb/sync+ctrl Allow 363k/5.5G 0/43GU 27M/167G 5.7M/3.9G 1.5k/53M 556/748M 1.5M/207M
MP+dmb/sync+ctrlsib/isync Forbid 0/6.9G 0/40G 0/252G 0/29G 0/39G 0/26G 0/2.2G
S+dmb/sync+po Allow 0/2.4GU 0/18GU 0/35GU 271k/4.0G 84/58M 357/1.8G 211k/202M
S+dmb/sync+ctrl Forbid 0/2.1G 0/14G 0/29G 0/24G 0/39G 0/26G 0/2.2G
S+dmb/sync+data Forbid 0/2.1G 0/14G 0/29G 0/24G 0/39G 0/26G 0/2.2G

The experimental data shows that the forbidden results are all non-observable. Some of the allowed results, on the
other hand, are not observable on some implementations, as highlighted in blue and tagged with a superscript U
(allowed-Unseen): for MP+sync+po and MP+sync+ctrl POWER 6 does not exhibit the allowed behaviour (in this
sense it has a more in-order pipeline than either POWERG5 or POWER 7), and forS+sync+po none of these POWER
implementations do. It appears that these implementations do not commit writes when there is an outstanding program-
order-earlier read, even to a different address; though of course other and future implementations may differ.

These are all cases where the particular implementations are tighter than the architectural intent, and the fact that
this can and does change from one processor generation to another reinforces the fact that programmers aiming to
write portable code must be concerned with the architectural specification, not just their current implementation.

5 Iterated Message Passing on more than two threads and Cumulativity
(WRC and ISA2)

Up to this point, all our examples have used only two threads. Generalising to three or four threads reveals a new
phenomenon: on POWER and ARM, two threads can observe writes to different locations in different orders, even in
the absence of any thread-local reordering. In other words, the architectures are not multiple-copy atomic [Col92]. To
see this, consider first a three-thread variant of MP in which the first write has been pulled off to another thread, with
Thread 1 busy-waiting to see it before doing its own write:

WRC-loop Pseudocode
Thread 0 Thread 1 Thread 2

x=1 while (x==0) {} while (y==0) {}
y=1 r3=x

Initial state: x=0 ! y=0
Forbidden?: 2:r3=0

This test was known as WRC, for ‘write-to-read causality’ in Boehm and Adve [BA08].
As before, we simplify the example without really affecting what is going on by removing the loops, replacing

them by a final-state constraint that restricts attention to the executions in which Thread 1 reads x=1 and Thread 2
reads y=1. The question is whether such an execution can also see x=0 (instead of reading from the Thread 0 write of
x=1).

WRC Pseudocode
Thread 0 Thread 1 Thread 2

x=1 r1=x r2=y
y=1 r3=x

Initial state: x=0 ! y=0
Allowed: 1:r1=1 ! 2:r2=1 ! 2:r3=0 Test WRC: Allowed

Thread 0
a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1
Thread 2

e: R[x]=0

rf
po

rf
porf

Without any dependencies or barriers, this is trivially allowed: the Thread 1 read and write are to different addresses
and can be reordered with each other, and likewise the Thread 2 reads can be satisfied out of program order. Adding
artificial dependencies to prevent those reorderings gives us theWRC+addrs test below.
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Thread 1 reads and writes to different addresses and can be thus 
reordered

of the test to be the POWER and ARM assembly code, as on the right below, not the pseudocode above and on the
left. The assembly code can be harder to read for those unfamiliar with it, but as we usually use execution diagrams
as above, this is not often a problem.
MP Pseudocode

Thread 0 Thread 1
x=1 r1=y
y=1 r2=x
Initial state: x=0 ! y=0
Allowed: 1:r1=1 ! 1:r2=0

MP ARM
Thread 0 Thread 1

MOV R0,#1 LDR R0,[R3]
STR R0,[R2] LDR R1,[R2]
MOV R1,#1
STR R1,[R3]
Initial state: 0:R2=x ! 0:R3=y ! 1:R2=x

! 1:R3=y
Allowed: 1:R0=1 ! 1:R1=0

MP POWER
Thread 0 Thread 1

li r1,1 lwz r1,0(r2)
stw r1,0(r2) lwz r3,0(r4)
li r3,1
stw r3,0(r4)
Initial state: 0:r2=x ! 0:r4=y ! 1:r2=y

! 1:r4=x
Allowed: 1:r1=1 ! 1:r3=0

3.1.6 Undefined behaviour and data races By focussing on the execution of machine code, we can also sidestep
the fact that in some high-level languages certain programs have undefined behaviour. For example, in C11/C++11,
unless y were declared to be atomic, the code above would give rise to a data race, making any program that executed
it undefined, and if it was declared atomic the compiler might introduce various assembly-language fences (depending
on the memory-order parameters of the atomic accesses). At the machine-code level, all programs have well-defined
(albeit typically nondeterministic) behaviour even if they have races.

3.1.7 Real usage of theMP idiom In theMP test as shown above, the data x is just a single memory location, but
in real usage one might have multi-word data. For most or all of the MP variations that we explore later, that should
make no difference.

3.1.8 Running the example in ppcmem To interactively explore the behaviour of this example using our
ppcmem tool, go to http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/˜pes20/ppcmem, click on Change to ARM model if de-
sired, click on Select POWER/ARM Test and select MP from the menu, and click on Interactive. The screen will
show the state of our model (we do not give all the details here, but they are described in our PLDI 2011 and PLDI
2012 papers [SSA+11, SMO+12]) running that test, with the green underlined options the possible model transi-
tions; one can click on those to explore particular possible behaviours. Alternatively, there is a direct link to run
ppcmem on each POWER test via the Tests and Test Results link at http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/˜pes20/
ppc-supplemental.

3.2 Enforcing Order with Strong (dmb/sync) Barriers
To regain order, the programmer must defend against all of the above out-of-order possibilities. A strong memory
barrier (or fence) instruction inserted between the two writes on Thread 0, and between the two reads on Thread 1,
suffices. On POWER this would be the sync instruction (also written as hwsync), and on ARM it would be DMB.
The resulting litmus tests are given below.

MP+dmb/syncs Pseudocode
Thread 0 Thread 1

x=1 r1=y
dmb/sync dmb/sync
y=1 r2=x
Initial state: x=0 ! y=0
Forbidden: 1:r1=1 ! 1:r2=0

MP+dmbs ARM
Thread 0 Thread 1

MOV R0,#1 LDR R0,[R3]
STR R0,[R2] DMB
DMB LDR R1,[R2]
MOV R1,#1
STR R1,[R3]
Initial state: 0:R2=x ! 0:R3=y ! 1:R2=x

! 1:R3=y
Forbidden: 1:R0=1 ! 1:R1=0

MP+syncs POWER
Thread 0 Thread 1

li r1,1 lwz r1,0(r2)
stw r1,0(r2) sync
sync lwz r3,0(r4)
li r3,1
stw r3,0(r4)
Initial state: 0:r2=x ! 0:r4=y ! 1:r2=y

! 1:r4=x
Forbidden: 1:r1=1 ! 1:r3=0

We illustrate the execution of interest as below, with green dmb/sync arrows to indicate memory accesses sepa-
rated by a sync or a DMB instruction.

Test MP+dmbs/syncs: Forbidden

Thread 0
a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1
Thread 1

d: R[x]=0

dmb/sync
rf

dmb/sync

rf
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of the test to be the POWER and ARM assembly code, as on the right below, not the pseudocode above and on the
left. The assembly code can be harder to read for those unfamiliar with it, but as we usually use execution diagrams
as above, this is not often a problem.
MP Pseudocode

Thread 0 Thread 1
x=1 r1=y
y=1 r2=x
Initial state: x=0 ! y=0
Allowed: 1:r1=1 ! 1:r2=0

MP ARM
Thread 0 Thread 1

MOV R0,#1 LDR R0,[R3]
STR R0,[R2] LDR R1,[R2]
MOV R1,#1
STR R1,[R3]
Initial state: 0:R2=x ! 0:R3=y ! 1:R2=x

! 1:R3=y
Allowed: 1:R0=1 ! 1:R1=0

MP POWER
Thread 0 Thread 1

li r1,1 lwz r1,0(r2)
stw r1,0(r2) lwz r3,0(r4)
li r3,1
stw r3,0(r4)
Initial state: 0:r2=x ! 0:r4=y ! 1:r2=y

! 1:r4=x
Allowed: 1:r1=1 ! 1:r3=0

3.1.6 Undefined behaviour and data races By focussing on the execution of machine code, we can also sidestep
the fact that in some high-level languages certain programs have undefined behaviour. For example, in C11/C++11,
unless y were declared to be atomic, the code above would give rise to a data race, making any program that executed
it undefined, and if it was declared atomic the compiler might introduce various assembly-language fences (depending
on the memory-order parameters of the atomic accesses). At the machine-code level, all programs have well-defined
(albeit typically nondeterministic) behaviour even if they have races.

3.1.7 Real usage of theMP idiom In theMP test as shown above, the data x is just a single memory location, but
in real usage one might have multi-word data. For most or all of the MP variations that we explore later, that should
make no difference.

3.1.8 Running the example in ppcmem To interactively explore the behaviour of this example using our
ppcmem tool, go to http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/˜pes20/ppcmem, click on Change to ARM model if de-
sired, click on Select POWER/ARM Test and select MP from the menu, and click on Interactive. The screen will
show the state of our model (we do not give all the details here, but they are described in our PLDI 2011 and PLDI
2012 papers [SSA+11, SMO+12]) running that test, with the green underlined options the possible model transi-
tions; one can click on those to explore particular possible behaviours. Alternatively, there is a direct link to run
ppcmem on each POWER test via the Tests and Test Results link at http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/˜pes20/
ppc-supplemental.

3.2 Enforcing Order with Strong (dmb/sync) Barriers
To regain order, the programmer must defend against all of the above out-of-order possibilities. A strong memory
barrier (or fence) instruction inserted between the two writes on Thread 0, and between the two reads on Thread 1,
suffices. On POWER this would be the sync instruction (also written as hwsync), and on ARM it would be DMB.
The resulting litmus tests are given below.

MP+dmb/syncs Pseudocode
Thread 0 Thread 1

x=1 r1=y
dmb/sync dmb/sync
y=1 r2=x
Initial state: x=0 ! y=0
Forbidden: 1:r1=1 ! 1:r2=0

MP+dmbs ARM
Thread 0 Thread 1

MOV R0,#1 LDR R0,[R3]
STR R0,[R2] DMB
DMB LDR R1,[R2]
MOV R1,#1
STR R1,[R3]
Initial state: 0:R2=x ! 0:R3=y ! 1:R2=x

! 1:R3=y
Forbidden: 1:R0=1 ! 1:R1=0

MP+syncs POWER
Thread 0 Thread 1

li r1,1 lwz r1,0(r2)
stw r1,0(r2) sync
sync lwz r3,0(r4)
li r3,1
stw r3,0(r4)
Initial state: 0:r2=x ! 0:r4=y ! 1:r2=y

! 1:r4=x
Forbidden: 1:r1=1 ! 1:r3=0

We illustrate the execution of interest as below, with green dmb/sync arrows to indicate memory accesses sepa-
rated by a sync or a DMB instruction.

Test MP+dmbs/syncs: Forbidden

Thread 0
a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1
Thread 1

d: R[x]=0

dmb/sync
rf

dmb/sync

rf

11

Memory fences 
(barriers) enforce 
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“sync” on Power 
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maintains local ordering and fixes 
propagation order to other threads
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SB Pseudocode
Thread 0 Thread 1

x=1 y=1
r1=y r2=x
Initial state: x=0 ! y=0
Allowed: 0:r1=0 ! 1:r2=0

SB ARM
Thread 0 Thread 1

MOV R0,#1 MOV R0,#1
STR R0,[R2] STR R0,[R3]
LDR R1,[R3] LDR R1,[R2]
Initial state: 0:R2=x ! 0:R3=y ! 1:R2=x

! 1:R3=y
Allowed: 0:R1=0 ! 1:R1=0

SB POWER
Thread 0 Thread 1

li r1,1 li r1,1
stw r1,0(r2) stw r1,0(r2)
lwz r3,0(r4) lwz r3,0(r4)
Initial state: 0:r2=x ! 0:r4=y ! 1:r2=y

! 1:r4=x
Allowed: 0:r3=0 ! 1:r3=0

Test SB: Allowed

Thread 0
a: W[x]=1

b: R[y]=0

Thread 1
c: W[y]=1

d: R[x]=0

po po

rf rf

Without any barriers or dependencies, that outcome is allowed, and, as there are no dependencies from writes, the
only possible strengthening of the code is to insert barriers. Adding a DMB or sync on both threads suffices to rule
out the unintended outcome:
SB+dmbs/syncs Pseudocode

Thread 0 Thread 1
x=1 y=1
dmb/sync dmb/sync
r1=y r2=x
Initial state: x=0 ! y=0
Forbidden: 0:r1=0 ! 1:r2=0

SB+dmbs ARM
Thread 0 Thread 1

MOV R0,#1 MOV R0,#1
STR R0,[R2] STR R0,[R3]
DMB DMB
LDR R1,[R3] LDR R1,[R2]
Initial state: 0:R2=x ! 0:R3=y ! 1:R2=x

! 1:R3=y
Forbidden: 0:R1=0 ! 1:R1=0

SB+syncs POWER
Thread 0 Thread 1

li r1,1 li r1,1
stw r1,0(r2) stw r1,0(r2)
sync sync
lwz r3,0(r4) lwz r3,0(r4)
Initial state: 0:r2=x ! 0:r4=y ! 1:r2=y

! 1:r4=x
Forbidden: 0:r3=0 ! 1:r3=0

Test SB+dmbs/syncs: Forbidden

Thread 0
a: W[x]=1

b: R[y]=0

Thread 1
c: W[y]=1

d: R[x]=0

dmb/sync dmb/sync

rf rf

Here the dmb or sync barriers ensure that the program-order-previous writes must have propagated to all threads
before the reads are satisfied, ruling out the given execution. On POWER, it does not suffice here to use lwsync
barriers (or one lwsync and one sync barrier): the POWER lwsync does not ensure that writes before the barrier have
propagated to any other thread before subsequent actions, though it does keep writes before and after an lwsync in
order as far as all threads are concerned.

6.1 Extending SB to more threads: IRIW and RWC
Just as we extended the MP example by pulling out the first write to a new thread, to give the WRC example, we
can extend SB by pulling out one or both writes to new threads. Pulling out both gives the Independent Reads of
Independent Writes (IRIW) example below (so named by Lea). Threads 0 and 2 write to x and y respectively; Thread 1
reads x then y; and Thread 3 reads y then x.

IRIW Pseudocode
Thread 0 Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3

x=1 r1=x y=1 r3=y
r2=y r4=x

Initial state: x=0 ! y=0
Allowed: 1:r1=1 ! 1:r2=0 ! 3:r3=1 ! 3:r4=0 Test IRIW: Allowed

Thread 0
a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: R[y]=0

Thread 2
d: W[y]=1 e: R[y]=1

Thread 3

f: R[x]=0

rf
po

rf
po

rf
rf

This gives us a striking illustration of the fact that writes can be propagated to different threads in different orders:
in IRIW+addrs below (where we add dependencies to the reading threads to rule out the trivial executions in which
the reads are locally reordered), Thread 1 sees the write to x but not that to y, while Thread 3 sees the write to y but
not that to x.
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Writes can be propagated to different threads in different orders

Coherence Despite all the above, one does get a guaran-
tee of coherence: in any execution, for each location, there is
a single linear order (co) of all writes (by any processor) to
that location, which must be respected by all threads. The
four cases below illustrate this: a pair of reads by a thread
cannot read contrary to the coherence order (CoRR1); the
coherence order must respect program order for a pair of
writes by a thread (CoWW); a read cannot read from a write
that is coherence-hidden by another write program-order-
preceding the read (CoWR), and a write cannot coherence-
order-precede a write that a program-order-preceding read
read from. We can now clarify the ‘before’ in the MP and
WRC discussion above, which was with respect to the co-
herence order for x.

Test CoRR1 : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: R[x]=0

rf
po

rf

Test CoWW : Forbidden

Thread 0

b: W[x]=2

a: W[x]=1

copo

Test CoWR : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: R[x]=2

Thread 1

c: W[x]=2

po
co

rf

Test CoRW : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: R[x]=2

b: W[x]=1

c: W[x]=2

Thread 1

po co

rf

2.2 Enforcing ordering

The Power ISA provides several ways to enforce stronger
ordering. Here we deal with the sync (heavyweight sync, or
hwsync) and lwsync (lightweight sync) barrier instructions,
and with dependencies and the isync instruction, leaving
load-reserve/store-conditional pairs and eieio to future work.

Regaining sequential consistency (SC) using sync
If one adds a sync between every program-order pair
of instructions (creating tests SB+syncs, MP+syncs,
WRC+syncs, and IRIW+syncs), then all the non-SC results
above are forbidden, e.g.

Test MP+syncs : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1

Thread 1

d: R[x]=0

sync
rf

sync

rf

Using dependencies Barriers can incur a significant
runtime cost, and in some cases enough ordering is guaran-
teed simply by the existence of a dependency from a memory
read to another memory access. There are various kinds:

• There is an address dependency (addr) from a read to
a program-order-later memory read or write if there
is a data flow path from the read, through registers
and arithmetic/logical operations (but not through other
memory accesses), to the address of the second read or
write.

• There is a data dependency (data) from a read to a
memory write if there is such a path to the value written.
Address and data dependencies behave similarly.

• There is a control dependency (ctrl) from a read to a
memory write if there is such a dataflow path to the
test of a conditional branch that is a program-order-
predecessor of the write. We also refer to control depen-
dencies from a read to a read, but ordering of the reads
in that case is not respected in general.

• There is a control+isync dependency (ctrlisync) from a
read to another memory read if there is such a dataflow
path from the first read to the test of a conditional branch
that program-order-precedes an isync instruction before
the second read.

Sometimes one can use dependencies that are naturally
present in an algorithm, but it can be desirable to introduce
one artificially, for its ordering properties, e.g. by XOR’ing a
value with itself and adding that to an address calculation.

Dependencies alone are usually not enough. For exam-
ple, adding dependencies between read/read and read/write
pairs, giving tests WRC+data+addr (with a data depen-
dency on Thread 1 and an address dependency on Thread
2), and IRIW+addrs (with address dependencies on Threads
1 and 3), leaves the non-SC behaviour allowed. One cannot
add dependencies to SB, as that only has write/read pairs,
and one can only add a dependency to the read/read side
of MP, leaving the writes unconstrained and the non-SC be-
haviour still allowed.

In combination with a barrier, however, dependencies can
be very useful. For example, MP+sync+addr is SC:

Test MP+sync+addr : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1

Thread 1

d: R[x]=0

sync
rf

addr

rf

Here the barrier keeps the writes in order, as seen by any
thread, and the address dependency keeps the reads in order.

Contrary to what one might expect, the combination of
a thread-local reads-from edge and a dependency does not
guarantee ordering of a write-write pair, as seen by another
thread; the two writes can propagate in either order (here
[x]=z initially):

Test MP+nondep+sync : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=y

b: R[x]=y

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 1

e: R[x]=z

rf

addr
rf

sync

rf

Control dependencies, observable speculative reads,
and isync Recall that control dependencies (without
isync) are only respected from reads to writes, not from
reads to reads. If one replaces the address dependency
in MP+sync+addr by a dataflow path to a conditional
branch before the second read (giving the test named
MP+sync+ctrl below), that does not ensure that the reads
on Thread 1 bind their values in program order.

Test MP+sync+ctrl : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1

Thread 1

d: R[x]=0

sync
rf

ctrl

rf
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- Address dependency: value loaded by a read is used to compute the address 
used in a subsequent read or write

We show a case where the weakness of lwsync really matters in test SB+lwsyncs, in Section 6. ARM does not
have an analogue of lwsync.

3.4 Observed Behaviour
Below we show experimental data for these tests: for MP+dmbs and MP+syncs on ARM and POWER, and for
MP+lwsyncs just on POWER.

POWER ARM
Kind PowerG5 Power6 Power7 Tegra2 Tegra3 APQ8060 A5X

MP Allow 10M/4.9G 6.5M/29G 1.7G/167G 40M/3.8G 138k/16M 61k/552M 437k/185M
MP+dmbs/syncs Forbid 0/6.9G 0/40G 0/252G 0/24G 0/39G 0/26G 0/2.2G
MP+lwsyncs Forbid 0/6.9G 0/40G 0/220G — — — —

Here the allowed result forMP is observable on all platforms, while the forbidden results for the variants with barriers
are not observable on any platform.

4 Enforcing Order with Dependencies
In fact, on the read side of the message-passing example, the sync, lwsync, and DMBmemory barriers used above are
stronger than necessary: one can enforce enough ordering to prohibit the undesired outcome just by relying on various
kinds of dependency in the code. In this section we explain what those are and what their force is. In later sections
we use dependencies in examples that illustrate some other relaxed-memory properties of the machines. For POWER,
in all the examples of this section one could replace the sync on the writing thread with lwsync without affecting the
results.

4.1 Address Dependencies
The simplest kind of dependency is an address dependency. There is an address dependency from a read instruction
to a program-order-later read or write instruction when the value read by the first is used to compute the address
used for the second. In the variation of MP below, instead of writing a flag value of 1, the writer Thread 0 writes
the address of location x, and the reader Thread 1 uses that address for its second read. That dependency is enough
to keep the two reads satisfied in program order on Thread 1: the second read cannot get started until its address is
(perhaps speculatively) known, so the second read cannot be satisfied until the first read is satisfied (in other words,
the ARM and POWER architectures do not allow value speculation of addresses). Combining that with the dmb/sync
on Thread 0 (which keeps the write to x and the write to y in order as far as any other thread is concerned) is enough
to prevent Thread 1 reading 0 from x if it has read &x from y.

MP+dmb/sync+addr! Pseudocode
Thread 0 Thread 1

x=1 r1=y
dmb/sync
y=&x r2=*r1
Initial state: x=0 " y=0
Forbidden: 1:r1=&x " 1:r2=0 Test MP+dmb/sync+addr’: Forbidden

Thread 0
a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=&x

c: R[y]=&x
Thread 1

d: R[x]=0

dmb/sync
rf

addr

rf

Note that there is a slight mismatch here between the C-like syntax of our pseudocode, in which x is a C variable and
&x its address, and the notation of our assembly examples, in which x is a location.

4.1.1 Compound Data To see that this message-passing-with-dependency idiom can still work correctly if the
data (the value stored at x) were multi-word, note that all the writes to the parts of the data would precede the dmb/sync
on Thread 0, while all the reads of the parts of the data should each be address-dependent on the value read from y on
Thread 1, by some offset calculation from that value.

13

- Control dependency: value loaded by a read is used to compute the value of a 
conditional that is program-order-before another read or write

Coherence Despite all the above, one does get a guaran-
tee of coherence: in any execution, for each location, there is
a single linear order (co) of all writes (by any processor) to
that location, which must be respected by all threads. The
four cases below illustrate this: a pair of reads by a thread
cannot read contrary to the coherence order (CoRR1); the
coherence order must respect program order for a pair of
writes by a thread (CoWW); a read cannot read from a write
that is coherence-hidden by another write program-order-
preceding the read (CoWR), and a write cannot coherence-
order-precede a write that a program-order-preceding read
read from. We can now clarify the ‘before’ in the MP and
WRC discussion above, which was with respect to the co-
herence order for x.

Test CoRR1 : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: R[x]=0

rf
po

rf

Test CoWW : Forbidden

Thread 0

b: W[x]=2

a: W[x]=1

copo

Test CoWR : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: R[x]=2

Thread 1

c: W[x]=2

po
co

rf

Test CoRW : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: R[x]=2

b: W[x]=1

c: W[x]=2

Thread 1

po co

rf

2.2 Enforcing ordering

The Power ISA provides several ways to enforce stronger
ordering. Here we deal with the sync (heavyweight sync, or
hwsync) and lwsync (lightweight sync) barrier instructions,
and with dependencies and the isync instruction, leaving
load-reserve/store-conditional pairs and eieio to future work.

Regaining sequential consistency (SC) using sync
If one adds a sync between every program-order pair
of instructions (creating tests SB+syncs, MP+syncs,
WRC+syncs, and IRIW+syncs), then all the non-SC results
above are forbidden, e.g.

Test MP+syncs : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1

Thread 1

d: R[x]=0

sync
rf

sync

rf

Using dependencies Barriers can incur a significant
runtime cost, and in some cases enough ordering is guaran-
teed simply by the existence of a dependency from a memory
read to another memory access. There are various kinds:

• There is an address dependency (addr) from a read to
a program-order-later memory read or write if there
is a data flow path from the read, through registers
and arithmetic/logical operations (but not through other
memory accesses), to the address of the second read or
write.

• There is a data dependency (data) from a read to a
memory write if there is such a path to the value written.
Address and data dependencies behave similarly.

• There is a control dependency (ctrl) from a read to a
memory write if there is such a dataflow path to the
test of a conditional branch that is a program-order-
predecessor of the write. We also refer to control depen-
dencies from a read to a read, but ordering of the reads
in that case is not respected in general.

• There is a control+isync dependency (ctrlisync) from a
read to another memory read if there is such a dataflow
path from the first read to the test of a conditional branch
that program-order-precedes an isync instruction before
the second read.

Sometimes one can use dependencies that are naturally
present in an algorithm, but it can be desirable to introduce
one artificially, for its ordering properties, e.g. by XOR’ing a
value with itself and adding that to an address calculation.

Dependencies alone are usually not enough. For exam-
ple, adding dependencies between read/read and read/write
pairs, giving tests WRC+data+addr (with a data depen-
dency on Thread 1 and an address dependency on Thread
2), and IRIW+addrs (with address dependencies on Threads
1 and 3), leaves the non-SC behaviour allowed. One cannot
add dependencies to SB, as that only has write/read pairs,
and one can only add a dependency to the read/read side
of MP, leaving the writes unconstrained and the non-SC be-
haviour still allowed.

In combination with a barrier, however, dependencies can
be very useful. For example, MP+sync+addr is SC:

Test MP+sync+addr : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1

Thread 1

d: R[x]=0

sync
rf

addr

rf

Here the barrier keeps the writes in order, as seen by any
thread, and the address dependency keeps the reads in order.

Contrary to what one might expect, the combination of
a thread-local reads-from edge and a dependency does not
guarantee ordering of a write-write pair, as seen by another
thread; the two writes can propagate in either order (here
[x]=z initially):

Test MP+nondep+sync : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=y

b: R[x]=y

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 1

e: R[x]=z

rf

addr
rf

sync

rf

Control dependencies, observable speculative reads,
and isync Recall that control dependencies (without
isync) are only respected from reads to writes, not from
reads to reads. If one replaces the address dependency
in MP+sync+addr by a dataflow path to a conditional
branch before the second read (giving the test named
MP+sync+ctrl below), that does not ensure that the reads
on Thread 1 bind their values in program order.

Test MP+sync+ctrl : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1

Thread 1

d: R[x]=0

sync
rf

ctrl

rf
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Adding an isync instruction between the branch and the
second read (giving test MP+sync+ctrlisync) su!ces.

The fact that data/address dependencies to both reads
and writes are respected while control dependencies are only
respected to writes is important in the design of C++0x
low-level atomics [BA08, BOS+11], where release/consume
atomics let one take advantage of data dependencies without
requiring barriers (and limiting optimisation) to ensure that
all source-language control dependencies are respected.

Cumulativity For WRC it su!ces to have a sync on
Thread 1 with a dependency on Thread 2; the non-SC
behaviour is then forbidden:

Test WRC+sync+addr : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 2

e: R[x]=0

rf
sync

rf
addr

rf

This illustrates what we call A-cumulativity of Power barri-
ers: a chain of edges before the barrier that is respected. In
this case Thread 1 reads from the Thread 0 write before (in
program order) executing a sync, and then Thread 1 writes
to another location; any other thread (here 2) is guaranteed
to see the Thread 0 write before the Thread 1 write. How-
ever, swapping the sync and dependency, e.g. with just an
rf and data edge between writes a and c, does not guarantee
ordering of those two writes as seen by another thread:

Test WRC+data+sync : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 2

e: R[x]=0

rf
data

rf
sync

rf

In contrast to that WRC+data+sync, a chain of reads-
from edges and dependencies after a sync does ensure that
ordering between a write before the sync and a write after
the sync is respected, as below. Here the reads e and f of z
and x cannot see the writes a and d out of order. We call
this a B-cumulativity property.

Test ISA2+sync+data+addr : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1

Thread 1

d: W[z]=1

e: R[z]=1

Thread 2

f: R[x]=0

sync
rf

data
rf

addr

rf

Using lwsync The lwsync barrier is broadly similar to
sync, including cumulativity properties, except that does not
order store/load pairs and it is cheaper to execute; it suf-
fices to guarantee SC behaviour in MP+lwsyncs (MP with
lwsync in each thread), WRC+lwsync+addr (WRC with
lwsync on Thread 1 and an address dependency on Thread
2), and ISA2+lwsync+data+addr, while SB+lwsyncs and
IRIW+lwsyncs are still allowed. We return later to other
di"erences between sync and lwsync.

3. The Model Design
We describe the high-level design of our model in this sec-
tion, giving the details in the next. We build our model as

a composition of a set of (hardware) threads and a single
storage subsystem, synchronising on various messages:

Write request
Read request

Barrier request

 
Read response
Barrier ack

Storage Subsystem

ThreadThread

Read-request/read-response pairs are tightly coupled, while
the others are single unidirectional messages. There is no
bu"ering between the two parts.

Coherence-by-fiat Our storage subsystem abstracts
completely from the processor implementation store-
bu"ering and cache hierarchy, and from the cache protocol:
our model has no explicit memory, either of the system as
a whole, or of any cache or store queue (the fact that one
can abstract from all these is itself interesting). Instead, we
work in terms of the write events that a read can read from.
Our storage subsystem maintains, for each address, the cur-
rent constraint on the coherence order among the writes it
has seen to that address, as a strict partial order (transitive
but irreflexive). For example, suppose the storage subsystem
has seen four writes, w0, w1, w2 and w3, all to the same ad-
dress. It might have built up the coherence constraint on the
left below, with w0 known to be before w1, w2 and w3, and
w1 known to be before w2, but with as-yet-undetermined
relationships between w1 and w3, and between w2 and w3.

w0

w2 w3

w1

w0

w2 w3

w1

The storage subsystem also records the list of writes that
it has propagated to each thread: those sent in response
to read-requests, those done by the thread itself, and those
propagated to that thread in the process of propagating a
barrier to that thread. These are interleaved with records
of barriers propagated to that thread. Note that this is a
storage-subsystem-model concept: the writes propagated to
a thread have not necessarily been sent to the thread model
in a read-response.

Now, given a read request by a thread tid, what writes
could be sent in response? From the state on the left above,
if the writes propagated to thread tid are just [w1], perhaps
because tid has read from w1, then:

• it cannot be sent w0, as w0 is coherence-before the w1
write that (because it is in the writes-propagated list) it
might have read from;

• it could re-read from w1, leaving the coherence constraint
unchanged;

• it could be sent w2, again leaving the coherence constraint
unchanged, in which case w2 must be appended to the
events propagated to tid; or

• it could be sent w3, again appending this to the events
propagated to tid, which moreover entails committing to
w3 being coherence-after w1, as in the coherence con-
straint on the right above. Note that this still leaves the
relative order of w2 and w3 unconstrained, so another
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Given a read request by a thread t, what write could be 
sent in response?  (Assume the only write known to have 
propagated to t is w1)

Adding an isync instruction between the branch and the
second read (giving test MP+sync+ctrlisync) su!ces.

The fact that data/address dependencies to both reads
and writes are respected while control dependencies are only
respected to writes is important in the design of C++0x
low-level atomics [BA08, BOS+11], where release/consume
atomics let one take advantage of data dependencies without
requiring barriers (and limiting optimisation) to ensure that
all source-language control dependencies are respected.

Cumulativity For WRC it su!ces to have a sync on
Thread 1 with a dependency on Thread 2; the non-SC
behaviour is then forbidden:

Test WRC+sync+addr : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 2

e: R[x]=0

rf
sync

rf
addr

rf

This illustrates what we call A-cumulativity of Power barri-
ers: a chain of edges before the barrier that is respected. In
this case Thread 1 reads from the Thread 0 write before (in
program order) executing a sync, and then Thread 1 writes
to another location; any other thread (here 2) is guaranteed
to see the Thread 0 write before the Thread 1 write. How-
ever, swapping the sync and dependency, e.g. with just an
rf and data edge between writes a and c, does not guarantee
ordering of those two writes as seen by another thread:

Test WRC+data+sync : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 2

e: R[x]=0

rf
data

rf
sync

rf

In contrast to that WRC+data+sync, a chain of reads-
from edges and dependencies after a sync does ensure that
ordering between a write before the sync and a write after
the sync is respected, as below. Here the reads e and f of z
and x cannot see the writes a and d out of order. We call
this a B-cumulativity property.

Test ISA2+sync+data+addr : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1

Thread 1

d: W[z]=1

e: R[z]=1

Thread 2

f: R[x]=0

sync
rf

data
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addr

rf

Using lwsync The lwsync barrier is broadly similar to
sync, including cumulativity properties, except that does not
order store/load pairs and it is cheaper to execute; it suf-
fices to guarantee SC behaviour in MP+lwsyncs (MP with
lwsync in each thread), WRC+lwsync+addr (WRC with
lwsync on Thread 1 and an address dependency on Thread
2), and ISA2+lwsync+data+addr, while SB+lwsyncs and
IRIW+lwsyncs are still allowed. We return later to other
di"erences between sync and lwsync.

3. The Model Design
We describe the high-level design of our model in this sec-
tion, giving the details in the next. We build our model as

a composition of a set of (hardware) threads and a single
storage subsystem, synchronising on various messages:

Write request
Read request

Barrier request

 
Read response
Barrier ack

Storage Subsystem

ThreadThread

Read-request/read-response pairs are tightly coupled, while
the others are single unidirectional messages. There is no
bu"ering between the two parts.

Coherence-by-fiat Our storage subsystem abstracts
completely from the processor implementation store-
bu"ering and cache hierarchy, and from the cache protocol:
our model has no explicit memory, either of the system as
a whole, or of any cache or store queue (the fact that one
can abstract from all these is itself interesting). Instead, we
work in terms of the write events that a read can read from.
Our storage subsystem maintains, for each address, the cur-
rent constraint on the coherence order among the writes it
has seen to that address, as a strict partial order (transitive
but irreflexive). For example, suppose the storage subsystem
has seen four writes, w0, w1, w2 and w3, all to the same ad-
dress. It might have built up the coherence constraint on the
left below, with w0 known to be before w1, w2 and w3, and
w1 known to be before w2, but with as-yet-undetermined
relationships between w1 and w3, and between w2 and w3.

w0

w2 w3

w1

w0

w2 w3

w1

The storage subsystem also records the list of writes that
it has propagated to each thread: those sent in response
to read-requests, those done by the thread itself, and those
propagated to that thread in the process of propagating a
barrier to that thread. These are interleaved with records
of barriers propagated to that thread. Note that this is a
storage-subsystem-model concept: the writes propagated to
a thread have not necessarily been sent to the thread model
in a read-response.

Now, given a read request by a thread tid, what writes
could be sent in response? From the state on the left above,
if the writes propagated to thread tid are just [w1], perhaps
because tid has read from w1, then:

• it cannot be sent w0, as w0 is coherence-before the w1
write that (because it is in the writes-propagated list) it
might have read from;

• it could re-read from w1, leaving the coherence constraint
unchanged;

• it could be sent w2, again leaving the coherence constraint
unchanged, in which case w2 must be appended to the
events propagated to tid; or

• it could be sent w3, again appending this to the events
propagated to tid, which moreover entails committing to
w3 being coherence-after w1, as in the coherence con-
straint on the right above. Note that this still leaves the
relative order of w2 and w3 unconstrained, so another
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thread could be sent w2 then w3 or (in a di!erent run)
the other way around (or indeed just one, or neither).

In the model this behaviour is split up into separate storage-
subsystem transitions: there is one rule for making a new co-
herence commitment between two hitherto-unrelated writes
to the same address, one rule for propagating a write to a
new thread (which can only fire after su"cient coherence
commitments have been made), and one rule for returning a
read value to a thread in response to a read-request. The last
always returns the most recent write (to the read address)
in the list of events propagated to the reading thread, which
therefore serves essentially as a per-thread memory (though
it records more information than just an array of bytes). We
adopt these separate transitions (in what we term a partial
coherence commitment style) to make it easy to relate model
transitions to actual hardware implementation events: co-
herence commitments correspond to writes flowing through
join points in a hierarchical-store-bu!er implementation.

Out-of-order and Speculative Execution As we shall
see in §6, many of the observable subtleties of Power be-
haviour arise from the fact that the threads can perform
read instructions out-of-order and speculatively, subject to
an instruction being restarted if a conflicting write comes
in before the instruction is committed, or being aborted if a
branch turns out to be mispredicted. However, writes are not
sent to the storage subsystem before their instructions are
committed, and we do not see observable value speculation.
Accordingly, our thread model permits very liberal out-of-
order execution, with unbounded speculative execution past
as-yet-unresolved branches and past some barriers, while our
storage subsystem model need not be concerned with spec-
ulation, retry, or aborts. On the other hand, the storage
subsystem maintains the current coherence constraint, as
above, while the thread model does not need to have ac-
cess to this; the thread model plays its part in maintaining
coherence by issuing requests in reasonable orders, and in
aborting/retrying as necessary.

For each thread we have a tree of the committed and
in-flight instruction instances. Newly fetched instructions
become in-flight, and later, subject to appropriate precondi-
tions, can be committed. For example, below we show a set of
instruction instances {i1, . . . , i13} with the program-order-
successor relation among them. Three of those ({i1, i3, i4},
boxed) have been committed; the remainder are in-flight.

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5

i6

i8

i7

i9

i10

i13

i11 i12

Instruction instances i5 and i9 are branches for which the
thread has fetched multiple possible successors; here just
two, but for a branch with a computed address it might
fetch many possible successors. Note that the committed
instances are not necessarily contiguous: here i3 and i4
have been committed even though i2 has not, which can
only happen if they are su"ciently independent. When a
branch is committed then any un-taken alternative paths are
discarded, and instructions that follow (in program order) an
uncommitted branch cannot be committed until that branch
is, so the tree must be linear before any committed (boxed)
instructions.

In implementations, reads are retried when cache-line
invalidates are processed. In the model, to abstract from
exactly when this happens (and from whatever tracking
the core does of which instructions must be retried when
it does), we adopt a late invalidate semantics, retrying
appropriate reads (and their dependencies) when a read
or write is committed. For example, consider two reads
r1 and r2 in program order that have been satisfied from
two di!erent writes to the same address, with r2 satisfied
first (out-of-order), from w1, and r1 satisfied later from
the coherence-later w2. When r1 is committed, r2 must be
restarted, otherwise there would be a coherence violation.
(This relies on the fact that writes are never provided by the
storage subsystem out of coherence order; the thread model
does not need to record the coherence order explicitly.)

Dependencies are dealt with entirely by the thread
model, in terms of the registers read and written by each
instruction instance (the register footprints of instructions
are known statically). Memory reads cannot be satisfied
until their addresses are determined (though perhaps still
subject to change on retry), and memory writes cannot be
committed until their addresses and values are fully deter-
mined. We do not model register renaming and shadow regis-
ters explicitly, but our out-of-order execution model includes
their e!ect, as register reads take values from program-order-
preceding register writes.

Barriers (sync and lwsync) and cumulativity-by-fiat
The semantics of barriers involves both parts of the model,
as follows.

When the storage subsystem receives a barrier request, it
records the barrier as propagated to its own thread, marking
a point in the sequence of writes that have been propagated
to that thread. Those writes are the Group A writes for this
barrier. When all the Group A writes (or some coherence-
successors thereof) of a barrier have been propagated to an-
other thread, the storage subsystem can record that fact
also, propagating the barrier to that thread (thereby mark-
ing a point in the sequence of writes that have been prop-
agated to that thread). A write cannot be propagated to a
thread tid until all relevant barriers are propagated to tid,
where the relevant barriers are those that were propagated
to the writing thread before the write itself. In turn (by the
above), that means that the Group A writes of those barri-
ers (or some coherence successors) must already have been
propagated to tid. This models the e!ect of cumulativity
while abstracting from the details of how it is implemented.

Moreover, a sync barrier can be acknowledged back to the
originating thread when all of its Group A writes have been
propagated to all threads.

In the thread model, barriers constrain the commit order.
For example, no memory load or store instruction can be
committed until all previous sync barriers are committed
and acknowledged; and sync and lwsync barriers cannot
be committed until all previous memory reads and writes
have been. Moreover, memory reads cannot be satisfied until
previous sync barriers are committed and acknowledged.
There are various possible modelling choices here which
should not make any observable di!erence — the above
corresponds to a moderately aggressive implementation.

4. The Model in Detail
We now detail the interface between the storage subsystem
and thread models, and the states and transitions of each.
The transitions are described in §4.3 and §4.5 in terms of
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Adding an isync instruction between the branch and the
second read (giving test MP+sync+ctrlisync) su!ces.

The fact that data/address dependencies to both reads
and writes are respected while control dependencies are only
respected to writes is important in the design of C++0x
low-level atomics [BA08, BOS+11], where release/consume
atomics let one take advantage of data dependencies without
requiring barriers (and limiting optimisation) to ensure that
all source-language control dependencies are respected.

Cumulativity For WRC it su!ces to have a sync on
Thread 1 with a dependency on Thread 2; the non-SC
behaviour is then forbidden:

Test WRC+sync+addr : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 2

e: R[x]=0

rf
sync

rf
addr

rf

This illustrates what we call A-cumulativity of Power barri-
ers: a chain of edges before the barrier that is respected. In
this case Thread 1 reads from the Thread 0 write before (in
program order) executing a sync, and then Thread 1 writes
to another location; any other thread (here 2) is guaranteed
to see the Thread 0 write before the Thread 1 write. How-
ever, swapping the sync and dependency, e.g. with just an
rf and data edge between writes a and c, does not guarantee
ordering of those two writes as seen by another thread:

Test WRC+data+sync : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 2

e: R[x]=0

rf
data

rf
sync

rf

In contrast to that WRC+data+sync, a chain of reads-
from edges and dependencies after a sync does ensure that
ordering between a write before the sync and a write after
the sync is respected, as below. Here the reads e and f of z
and x cannot see the writes a and d out of order. We call
this a B-cumulativity property.

Test ISA2+sync+data+addr : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1

Thread 1

d: W[z]=1

e: R[z]=1

Thread 2

f: R[x]=0

sync
rf

data
rf

addr

rf

Using lwsync The lwsync barrier is broadly similar to
sync, including cumulativity properties, except that does not
order store/load pairs and it is cheaper to execute; it suf-
fices to guarantee SC behaviour in MP+lwsyncs (MP with
lwsync in each thread), WRC+lwsync+addr (WRC with
lwsync on Thread 1 and an address dependency on Thread
2), and ISA2+lwsync+data+addr, while SB+lwsyncs and
IRIW+lwsyncs are still allowed. We return later to other
di"erences between sync and lwsync.

3. The Model Design
We describe the high-level design of our model in this sec-
tion, giving the details in the next. We build our model as

a composition of a set of (hardware) threads and a single
storage subsystem, synchronising on various messages:

Write request
Read request

Barrier request

 
Read response
Barrier ack

Storage Subsystem

ThreadThread

Read-request/read-response pairs are tightly coupled, while
the others are single unidirectional messages. There is no
bu"ering between the two parts.

Coherence-by-fiat Our storage subsystem abstracts
completely from the processor implementation store-
bu"ering and cache hierarchy, and from the cache protocol:
our model has no explicit memory, either of the system as
a whole, or of any cache or store queue (the fact that one
can abstract from all these is itself interesting). Instead, we
work in terms of the write events that a read can read from.
Our storage subsystem maintains, for each address, the cur-
rent constraint on the coherence order among the writes it
has seen to that address, as a strict partial order (transitive
but irreflexive). For example, suppose the storage subsystem
has seen four writes, w0, w1, w2 and w3, all to the same ad-
dress. It might have built up the coherence constraint on the
left below, with w0 known to be before w1, w2 and w3, and
w1 known to be before w2, but with as-yet-undetermined
relationships between w1 and w3, and between w2 and w3.

w0

w2 w3

w1

w0

w2 w3

w1

The storage subsystem also records the list of writes that
it has propagated to each thread: those sent in response
to read-requests, those done by the thread itself, and those
propagated to that thread in the process of propagating a
barrier to that thread. These are interleaved with records
of barriers propagated to that thread. Note that this is a
storage-subsystem-model concept: the writes propagated to
a thread have not necessarily been sent to the thread model
in a read-response.

Now, given a read request by a thread tid, what writes
could be sent in response? From the state on the left above,
if the writes propagated to thread tid are just [w1], perhaps
because tid has read from w1, then:

• it cannot be sent w0, as w0 is coherence-before the w1
write that (because it is in the writes-propagated list) it
might have read from;

• it could re-read from w1, leaving the coherence constraint
unchanged;

• it could be sent w2, again leaving the coherence constraint
unchanged, in which case w2 must be appended to the
events propagated to tid; or

• it could be sent w3, again appending this to the events
propagated to tid, which moreover entails committing to
w3 being coherence-after w1, as in the coherence con-
straint on the right above. Note that this still leaves the
relative order of w2 and w3 unconstrained, so another
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Adding an isync instruction between the branch and the
second read (giving test MP+sync+ctrlisync) su!ces.

The fact that data/address dependencies to both reads
and writes are respected while control dependencies are only
respected to writes is important in the design of C++0x
low-level atomics [BA08, BOS+11], where release/consume
atomics let one take advantage of data dependencies without
requiring barriers (and limiting optimisation) to ensure that
all source-language control dependencies are respected.

Cumulativity For WRC it su!ces to have a sync on
Thread 1 with a dependency on Thread 2; the non-SC
behaviour is then forbidden:

Test WRC+sync+addr : Forbidden

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 2

e: R[x]=0

rf
sync
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addr
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This illustrates what we call A-cumulativity of Power barri-
ers: a chain of edges before the barrier that is respected. In
this case Thread 1 reads from the Thread 0 write before (in
program order) executing a sync, and then Thread 1 writes
to another location; any other thread (here 2) is guaranteed
to see the Thread 0 write before the Thread 1 write. How-
ever, swapping the sync and dependency, e.g. with just an
rf and data edge between writes a and c, does not guarantee
ordering of those two writes as seen by another thread:

Test WRC+data+sync : Allowed

Thread 0

a: W[x]=1 b: R[x]=1

Thread 1

c: W[y]=1

d: R[y]=1

Thread 2

e: R[x]=0

rf
data
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rf

In contrast to that WRC+data+sync, a chain of reads-
from edges and dependencies after a sync does ensure that
ordering between a write before the sync and a write after
the sync is respected, as below. Here the reads e and f of z
and x cannot see the writes a and d out of order. We call
this a B-cumulativity property.

Test ISA2+sync+data+addr : Forbidden
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a: W[x]=1

b: W[y]=1

c: R[y]=1

Thread 1

d: W[z]=1

e: R[z]=1

Thread 2

f: R[x]=0
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Using lwsync The lwsync barrier is broadly similar to
sync, including cumulativity properties, except that does not
order store/load pairs and it is cheaper to execute; it suf-
fices to guarantee SC behaviour in MP+lwsyncs (MP with
lwsync in each thread), WRC+lwsync+addr (WRC with
lwsync on Thread 1 and an address dependency on Thread
2), and ISA2+lwsync+data+addr, while SB+lwsyncs and
IRIW+lwsyncs are still allowed. We return later to other
di"erences between sync and lwsync.

3. The Model Design
We describe the high-level design of our model in this sec-
tion, giving the details in the next. We build our model as

a composition of a set of (hardware) threads and a single
storage subsystem, synchronising on various messages:

Write request
Read request

Barrier request

 
Read response
Barrier ack

Storage Subsystem

ThreadThread

Read-request/read-response pairs are tightly coupled, while
the others are single unidirectional messages. There is no
bu"ering between the two parts.

Coherence-by-fiat Our storage subsystem abstracts
completely from the processor implementation store-
bu"ering and cache hierarchy, and from the cache protocol:
our model has no explicit memory, either of the system as
a whole, or of any cache or store queue (the fact that one
can abstract from all these is itself interesting). Instead, we
work in terms of the write events that a read can read from.
Our storage subsystem maintains, for each address, the cur-
rent constraint on the coherence order among the writes it
has seen to that address, as a strict partial order (transitive
but irreflexive). For example, suppose the storage subsystem
has seen four writes, w0, w1, w2 and w3, all to the same ad-
dress. It might have built up the coherence constraint on the
left below, with w0 known to be before w1, w2 and w3, and
w1 known to be before w2, but with as-yet-undetermined
relationships between w1 and w3, and between w2 and w3.
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The storage subsystem also records the list of writes that
it has propagated to each thread: those sent in response
to read-requests, those done by the thread itself, and those
propagated to that thread in the process of propagating a
barrier to that thread. These are interleaved with records
of barriers propagated to that thread. Note that this is a
storage-subsystem-model concept: the writes propagated to
a thread have not necessarily been sent to the thread model
in a read-response.

Now, given a read request by a thread tid, what writes
could be sent in response? From the state on the left above,
if the writes propagated to thread tid are just [w1], perhaps
because tid has read from w1, then:

• it cannot be sent w0, as w0 is coherence-before the w1
write that (because it is in the writes-propagated list) it
might have read from;

• it could re-read from w1, leaving the coherence constraint
unchanged;

• it could be sent w2, again leaving the coherence constraint
unchanged, in which case w2 must be appended to the
events propagated to tid; or

• it could be sent w3, again appending this to the events
propagated to tid, which moreover entails committing to
w3 being coherence-after w1, as in the coherence con-
straint on the right above. Note that this still leaves the
relative order of w2 and w3 unconstrained, so another
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and writes are respected while control dependencies are only
respected to writes is important in the design of C++0x
low-level atomics [BA08, BOS+11], where release/consume
atomics let one take advantage of data dependencies without
requiring barriers (and limiting optimisation) to ensure that
all source-language control dependencies are respected.

Cumulativity For WRC it su!ces to have a sync on
Thread 1 with a dependency on Thread 2; the non-SC
behaviour is then forbidden:
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This illustrates what we call A-cumulativity of Power barri-
ers: a chain of edges before the barrier that is respected. In
this case Thread 1 reads from the Thread 0 write before (in
program order) executing a sync, and then Thread 1 writes
to another location; any other thread (here 2) is guaranteed
to see the Thread 0 write before the Thread 1 write. How-
ever, swapping the sync and dependency, e.g. with just an
rf and data edge between writes a and c, does not guarantee
ordering of those two writes as seen by another thread:
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In contrast to that WRC+data+sync, a chain of reads-
from edges and dependencies after a sync does ensure that
ordering between a write before the sync and a write after
the sync is respected, as below. Here the reads e and f of z
and x cannot see the writes a and d out of order. We call
this a B-cumulativity property.
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Using lwsync The lwsync barrier is broadly similar to
sync, including cumulativity properties, except that does not
order store/load pairs and it is cheaper to execute; it suf-
fices to guarantee SC behaviour in MP+lwsyncs (MP with
lwsync in each thread), WRC+lwsync+addr (WRC with
lwsync on Thread 1 and an address dependency on Thread
2), and ISA2+lwsync+data+addr, while SB+lwsyncs and
IRIW+lwsyncs are still allowed. We return later to other
di"erences between sync and lwsync.

3. The Model Design
We describe the high-level design of our model in this sec-
tion, giving the details in the next. We build our model as

a composition of a set of (hardware) threads and a single
storage subsystem, synchronising on various messages:
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Storage Subsystem

ThreadThread

Read-request/read-response pairs are tightly coupled, while
the others are single unidirectional messages. There is no
bu"ering between the two parts.

Coherence-by-fiat Our storage subsystem abstracts
completely from the processor implementation store-
bu"ering and cache hierarchy, and from the cache protocol:
our model has no explicit memory, either of the system as
a whole, or of any cache or store queue (the fact that one
can abstract from all these is itself interesting). Instead, we
work in terms of the write events that a read can read from.
Our storage subsystem maintains, for each address, the cur-
rent constraint on the coherence order among the writes it
has seen to that address, as a strict partial order (transitive
but irreflexive). For example, suppose the storage subsystem
has seen four writes, w0, w1, w2 and w3, all to the same ad-
dress. It might have built up the coherence constraint on the
left below, with w0 known to be before w1, w2 and w3, and
w1 known to be before w2, but with as-yet-undetermined
relationships between w1 and w3, and between w2 and w3.
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The storage subsystem also records the list of writes that
it has propagated to each thread: those sent in response
to read-requests, those done by the thread itself, and those
propagated to that thread in the process of propagating a
barrier to that thread. These are interleaved with records
of barriers propagated to that thread. Note that this is a
storage-subsystem-model concept: the writes propagated to
a thread have not necessarily been sent to the thread model
in a read-response.

Now, given a read request by a thread tid, what writes
could be sent in response? From the state on the left above,
if the writes propagated to thread tid are just [w1], perhaps
because tid has read from w1, then:

• it cannot be sent w0, as w0 is coherence-before the w1
write that (because it is in the writes-propagated list) it
might have read from;

• it could re-read from w1, leaving the coherence constraint
unchanged;

• it could be sent w2, again leaving the coherence constraint
unchanged, in which case w2 must be appended to the
events propagated to tid; or

• it could be sent w3, again appending this to the events
propagated to tid, which moreover entails committing to
w3 being coherence-after w1, as in the coherence con-
straint on the right above. Note that this still leaves the
relative order of w2 and w3 unconstrained, so another
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